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ENROLLMENT

IS 218
UNIVERSITY

gas,

STUDENTS

REPRESENTED

HAVE

TEACHERS

SENT

IMPROVE

INSTITUTE
IF COUNTY'S

MEXICO

OF NEW

ALL SECTIONS

TO

THEMSELVES

NOT

INCLUDED

ROLL WERE COUNT-

ED IN THE TOTAL WOULD
BE WELL

Both.

CITY ED'TICN

TAKE SENATE TO SAY A

TRUST IS AMERICANS

KODAK

OVER

300

As was stated, Saturday, the enrollment at the summer Bchool of the New
Mexico Normal University had reached 218 at the close of the first week
of the session. This is the largest enrollment the summer school has ever
enjoyed. It does not include the enrollment at the San Miguel county
teachers' institute, which is in the
neighborhood of SO.
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believe in free speech. I believe
the right of a litigant in court to
come himself or send his attorney and
make his showing and then gohome
and not stay and try to get private
conferences with mem hers of the
in

vnm
mmpmta
miiuiLuuin tiiiv
ER RAIL RATE

court.

SUIT
GENERAL SEEKS TO
DISSOLVE THE EASTMAN

Refugio Aragon,
X. .M.; Ade'a Armijo, Las Vegas,
X. M.; Eliza Avmijo, Las yegas, N.
M.; Leopoldo Armijo, Las Vegas, N.
Caroline Armstrong, Arroyo
M.;
Grande,
California; Vevtie Ashton,
Claudell, N. M. Charles C. de Baca,
Las Vegas, N. M.; Fablola Cabeza de
Baca, Newkirk, N. M.; Margaret C.
de Baca, Las Vegas, N. M.; Ofelia
Baca, La;;
Vegas, X. II.: Placida
Baca, Liu; Veas, N. L; Herman Baeh-aiacLast Las Vegas, X. M.; Grace1
Gertrude Barker, Beulah, N. M.; S.
Omar Barker, Beulah, X. M.; Leah
Barracks, Deming, N. M.; Olive Bash-ford- ,
X. M.;
Mabel
Albuquerque,
Christianna Beni'er, Raton, X. M.;
Anie Breen, East Las Vegas, X. AL;
Mrs. Effie Pruitt Brown, East Las
Vegas, X. M.; Anna Ryan Bruce, East
Las Vegas, N. M.; May Louise Buell,
Mesilla Park, X.M.; Xina Edna Caldwell, Elida, N. M.; Philip August
Caltahan, East Las Vegas, X. M.;
Mrs. Elsie S. Carroon, East Las Vegas, N. M.; Gladys Elizabeth Carroon,
Roswell, N. M.; Bessie Cavanaugh,
East Las Vegas, N. M.; Mrs. Anna 6.
Chacon. Las Vegas, N. M .; Elizabeth
Chorn, Gupmon, Oklahoma; Lucy L.
V. Clement, East Las Vegas, N. M.;
William N. Clyde, Artesia, N. M.;
Carrie Irene Codlin, Chico, N. M.;
Manley Concidine, East Las Vegas,
N. M.; Susie Conneil, East Las Vegas,
N. M.; Ruth Conrad, East Las Vegas,
N. M.; Ellen P. Crosby, Garfield, Colorado; Frank M. Culberson," Portales,
N. M.; Lucy Obera Culberson, Portales, X. M ; Willie Mae Culberson, Portales, N. M.j Mabel Culver, Brice, N.
M.; Samuel Jesse Daley, Deming, N.
H.; Alaska NeNvada Davis Raton, N.
M.: Nona Zoe Davis, Raton, X. M.;
Amelia Delgado, Chaperito, X. M.;
Mrs. Katherine DesMarais, Las Ve- -

CHAIN OF COMPANIES

MONOPOLY

IS

BY
DEFEATING
McLOUGHLIN,
DOUST TODAY, PUTS
OUT OF RACE

CHARGED THREE

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES ARE
SAID TO BE CONTROLLED
BY DEFENDANT

SERIES

EVEN RESALE PRICES ARE SAID
TO HAVE BEEN FIXED AND
UNCHANGEABLE

ARE

WON

THE

UNITED STATES PLAYERS
SHOW SUPERIORITY
OVER
THEIR OPPONENTS

THEY WILL
HAS 72
PERJCENT OF TRADE

MEET

According to the arrangement made
by the department of education, the
normal schools of the state are furnishing the teachers for the county
institutes in San Miguel and Grant
counties, arid have a right to include
the students at those institutions in
their regular summer school enrollments. According to the Silver City
Enterprise, there are 215 students enic supplies.
rolled in the Silver City Normal. It
Following are named as defendants:
is not known whethef these include
Eastman Kodak Company of NeW
the students of the Grant county inJersey ; Eastman Kodak Company of
stitute.
Xew York; George Eastman,-Henr- y
A. Strong, Walter S. Hubbel'i and
The Las Vegas Normal and the Silver City normal have been vying
.Frank S. Xoble, all of Rochester, N.
with each other for several years tp
J. The bill filed by United States'
(Contlnued on Page Four)
attain the largest enrollment in the
attorney O'Brian, is the result of an
extensive investigation of the trust
state and the friendly rivalry is intense. The Las Vegas Normal has
by James A. Fowler, assistant to the
WEATHER
COLDEST
in
made rapid strides
Attorney Brian, is the result of an
the past three
special assistant attorney gencher,
its
enrollment
in
the
years,
regular
eral. Mr. McKercher is in immediate
terms having increased rapidly and
EVER RECORDED charge of the suit.
its summer school enrollment having
practically quadrupled. The school Is
UPHELD
"INFORMATION"
recognized as one of the city's bigLAST NIGHT AND THIS MORNING
gest assets.
Washington, June 9 Upholding
BROKE RECORDS FOR JUNE
the validity of the Oregon Law of
Following is the roll for the sumIN NEW ENGLAND
1899 authorizing criminal prosecution
mer school; it is interesting to note
"informations" by district attoron
the fact that a large percentage of
Washington, June 9. The coldest neys as distinguished from "indictthe students are from the state a1
ever recorded during June ments" by grand juries, the supreme
large and are not Las Vegas people- weather
in the Middle Atlantic and Xew'Lng-Uai- court today affirmed the conviction
Training Department
states, the Ohio Valley and the of Lem Woon, a Chinaman convicted
First grade: Bernese Bowen, East Great Lakes region, was iepoi ted' to- of murdering Lee Tal Hoy in PortLas Vegas, N. M.; Grace Corbett, Las day to the weather bureau. The gulf land, Ore., March 7, 1908.
Vegas, N. M.; James Earickson, East states are the only territory east oj
Las Vegas, N. M.; Katherine Powers, the Rockies to escape an unseason
Las Vegas, N. M.; Lillian Rogers, able
drop.
East las Vegas, j. M.; 'Dean Stapp, Frosts are predicted for the night
Las Vegas N.M.
in the great lakes region, the upper
Second grade: Prank Fries East Ohio vailey, the north Atlantic
Las Vegas. X". M.; Margaret Nelson, states and the mountain district of!
Las Vegas, N. M.; Paulita Sanchez, the middle Atlantic states.
Las Vegas, N. M.; George 'Skafte,
Many places in Pennsylvania re-- !
What would you think of an
East Las Vegas, X. M.; Dan Wilson,
polled front lljiu mornini-;- The mini-- '
tax equal to the amount
income
M.
N.
East Las Vegas,
mum temperature in Philadelphia was
ol money you waste each year
Third grade: Ronald Appel East
47 degrees, within one degree of the
by careless buying?
Las Vegas N. M.; Scott island, East 'lowest
ever letorded in June by the
Las Vegas, N. M.; Helen Coleman,
The sum would startle many
Forty degrees was
East Las Vegas, N. M.; Stephen Dav- weather bureau.
inteof
the
some,
us who are not considered
in
of
parts
is, East Las Vegts, N. M.; Joe Dice, registered
in the common acstate.
rior
the
of
extravagant
ton
Erb,
East Las Vegas, N. M.; Law
ceptance of the word. And yet
East Las Vegas, N. M.; Claudia Leonwe go alon? the even tenor of
Here
Rainfall
ora Shreck, Carrizozo, X. M.; VIda
Heavy
our way, happy that we have
Saturand
RobThe
N.
rainfall
yesterday
M.;
East
Sulier
Las Vegas,
enough to: live onand, a little
ert Morrison, East Las Vegas, N. M ; day night amounted to .00 inch, one,
has
in
fallen
N.
to spare, 'perhaps.
thai
rains
of
the
best
East
Las
Vegas,
Walter Morrow,
M.; Henry B. Roberts. East Las Ve- San Miguel county thus far this year.
But, aside from extravangan-ce- s
gas, N. M.; Gertrude Vogt. East Las The fall was more or less steady, one
as such, are you taxing your
that thoroughly wets the ground and
Vegas, N. M.
more than you should in
income
the
benefits
that
the
kind
crops
of
Fifth grade: Francisco Almeida,
every-dapurchasing of
your
Kennedy, N. M.; Cart Ilfeld, East more than can be. estimated.
life? That
of
necessaries
the
of
coid
came
a
streak
N
With the rain
Las Vegas,
M.; Charles Livingston,
is the important question.
weather that made men hustle home
Tularosa, N. M.
Sixth grade: Grace Lucero, Las and dig down deep in their trunks
It is so easy for us AmeriVegas, N. M.; Carolina Martinez, Las for their overcoats. Summer was
cans to indulge in careless buyand the light wearing apparel
Vegas, N. M.; Ruth Zingg, East Las
ing that it behoaves all of us to
that had been so comfortable up to
Vegas, N. M.
pay attention to what we buy
Seventh grade. Hazel Briscoe, Tul- Saturday night was unpopular. From
and
where we buy it. We must
arosa, N. M.; Charles Panning, Or- the coldness of the weather a number
our dollars work for us
make
ange, N. J.; Myrtle Regensberg, East of amateur weather prophets stated
100 per cent or we are taxing
Las Vegas, N. M.; Aniceta Lucero, that Las 'Vegas was doomed to a big
our incomes constantly.
Las Vegas, N. M.; Eliza Sisneros, hall storm, but nothing of the kind
East Las Vegas, N. M.
was visible.
THE OPTIC and other good
That the crops this year will be exEighth grade: Hufiano Galiegos,
will help you In
newspapers
East Las Vegas, N. M.; Essie Pep-per- cellent is now an established fact,
if you will but
your
buying
East Las Vegas, N. M.; Sydney and farmers on the mesa and other
the interesting and instudy
N,
M.; sections of the country are rejoicing.
Regensberg, East Las Vegas,
structive advertising presented
Edward Sanders, Tularosa, N. M.; The rainfall was general over New
,
daily.
N.
Arolvi Shearer, Mineral Hill,
M,; Mexico and the southern part of
Aubrey Tipton, Alamogordo, N. M.;
e

WILL PLAY IN ENGLAND FOR POSSESSION OF THE DAVIS
TROPHY CUP

-

j

Taxing Your

Income.

y

feating "the Australian combination
here this afternoon in the fourth
match of the series.
Maurice E. McLough'iin, by beating
Stanley N. Doust in the third of the
singles matches in three straight sets,
clinched the victory started on Friday.
The scores by which McLoughlin
defeated the Australian team captain
This gave America
were
three out of four singles matches and
Australia ope doubles match. Al
though the inatcn between Williams
and Rice followed McLoughlin's victory, it was nothing more than an exhibition since even if Rice had won
the score would still stand three
matches to two in favor of the United
States.
The severity of McLoughlin's
yet.rns cnused the downfall
of Doust. The visitor was unable to
handle the ball propelled with such'
terrific speed in a manner suitable tor
His best asset
consistent placing.
was a slow and 'low ball which rarely
the top of the
rose six Inches-abovnet. This made it difficult for McLoughlin to use his overhand smash
to the best advantage but by playing
hard at every available ball he clinched the match that was needed to give
The Australians
his team victory.
took their defeat in sportsmanlike
fashion. Doust shook his head gravecannon-bal- l
ly as the last of McLoughlin's
then
and
him
service swept by
rushed over to be the first to conconquergratulate liis auburn-haire;

PREDICTION

REPORT

OF

INVESTIGATING
IS

PRIVATE
ATTEMPT

COMMITTEE

INFLUENCES

WORK

IS BEING MADE TO AF-

ON THE

OR

CONGRESS

TARIFF
DISTINCTION

DRAW

PERSONS

OF THE

MADE

ACTION OF

FECT

GERMANY TO

West Side Tenuis Club, New York,
Washington, June a Dissolution
of the "Eastman Kodak trust" was June 9. Tlie dated States tennis
asked in a civil suit filed here today team won its right to play Germany
by order of Attorney General McRey- - in the second round of the Davis
Cup international tournament by denolds.
The federal government asks the
dissolution of the Eastman Kodak
Company of Xew Jersey and the Eastman Kodak Company of Xew York,
which are charged with monopolizing
the trade in photographic supplies.
It is the aim of the government to
obtain such a division of the assets
of the two companies controlling 72
per cent of the business in theUnited
States into such parts as will destroy
the aleged monopoly and restore
competition. The petition in equity
asks for an injunction forbidding the
fixing of
prices of cameras,
films and other patented photograph-

"It is a very unpleasant thing when
congress Is in session that interests
send representatives to the capital,
open headquarters, employ clerks and
fasten themselves here like barnacles. Lobbying is the business of
changing votes. ; The men who come
here all want to get something by
virtue of law or maintain an advanu-agthey have got."
Senator Bankhead said he had served 26 years in congress, had heard of
lobbies but never saw one. He did
not agree that running headquarters
to influence legislation was to be con
demned.
Senator Walsh said he had small
interests in coal, copper and zinc
mines, cattle farms and citrus fruit
lands in Florida. Montana, he said,
was vitally interested in the tariff
on sugar and wool.
"We expected a great reduction,"
he said, "a very substantial one on
wool and sugar, but we did confidentto carry a revenue
ly expect them
duty."

EXISTENCE

MATCH

ATTORNEY

M.;

tor-gott-

LOBBY IS IN

THE TENNIS

ATTACKED DY

homa; Ruth Andrus, Pawhuska, Oklahoma; Pauline Anthony, Elida, N. M.;
Mrs. Freda Frank Appel, East Las VeHAS MORE
Kirt-lan-

EVER BEFORE

WELL

Two Evils it is
Better to Sidetrack

MONDAY, JUNE 9, 1913.

o,

STATE

Of

do

Normal Department
Maude Cordelia Abbott, TuIarosaT
X. Ji.; Sally Ackerman, East Las Vegas, N VI.; Lolita .Alexander,. Hills-borX. M.; Eleanor Corrine Almeida,
KeKinicdy, N. .V!.; O.a Blanche Anderson, Alamogordo, X. M. ; Julia
Ruth Anderson, East Las Vegas, N.
M. ; Rachel Andrus, Pawhuska, Okla-
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FIRMS

SENT ARGUMENTS

WHO

PRE-

WILL NOT

BE CALLED LOBBYISTS

the
Washington, June 9. When
last senator had testified today
the special committee hunting
for the lobby, it was predicted at
the capitol that the report of the investigators would (Substantially uphold
President Wilson's declaration
that private influences have been at
work in Washington attempting to affect congress on the tariff bill.
Whether it will be shown that "insidious" methods have been used, orj
that improper influences have been
exerted upon senators, will depend on
the evidence of the next few days,
when
the committee examins a
score or more of men who have called
on senators or directed publicity cam'

The committee will attempt to draw
a clear distinction between an organized campaign to change public opinion or influence senators against their

COURT DECIDES STATE
HAS A RIGHT TO FIX FARES
AND FREIGHTS

ESTABLISHES
SHOWS

PRECEDENT

A

CONTENTION

REGARDING

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
WAS

LOSES

CORRECT

ON

ONE

POIf

THE

MINNEAPOLIS
AND
ST.
LOUIS RAILWAY TARIFFS PRONOUNCED CONFISCATORY

Washington, June 9. The state of
Minnesota won a substantial victory
in the supreme court today when, In
rate case, Justice
the Minu'ttiota
Hughes for the court, held that the
COMMISSION FORM LEGAL
and St.
Denver, June 9. Commission gov- rates of the Minneapolis
ernment in Pueblo was sustained by Louis railroad were confiscatory and
the Colorado supreme court in an unconstitutional, but that tha rates
opinion handed down today by Chief of the Northern Pacific and Creat
Justice . Musser and concurred in by Xorthern were valid.
The decision is a victory, for the
all members of the court except Jus-- '
on the interstate commerce
state
tice White, who dissented, and Jus
tice Hill, who is absent from the phases of the controversy and upon
state. The court sustained the find the confiscatory features 'with, the ex
ings of the lower court. The case in ception of the portion affecting the
volved the validity of commission Minenapolis and St. Louis.
The
"state raie" cases
government in Pueblo and other Colo
have presented to the supreme court
rado cities.
one of the momentous problems of
the decade.
SOLDIER RUNS
s
In general terms, this group of
Douglas, Ariz., JJune 9. George A.
called upon the court to decide
Nelson, a trooper of the Ninth cavalthe.
ry, colored, ran amuck 'last night with two questions. One was
an army rifle and fired five shots at states in passing; maximum
Albert Jones, a comrade. Jones was ana
t
passenger laws bad unan- i
iii!,inm!i killed find lorn
wila
duly Interfei't-olher trooper, who stood beside him.
f.V-- ;
The ut her hmm
was fatally wounded by missies which laws confiscated the "pi
operiy or ii."
had passed through Jones' body.
railroads by requiring them to transact business at a loss.
The group consisted of 45 cases.
A'll arose out of legislation enacted by
BANQUET FOR JONES
state legislatures about l!W7, or just
IN THE DUKE CITY after the federal government had
passed the Hepburn rate law. The
45 cases concerned directly the laws
ALBU- in six states,
CLUB OF
COMMERCIAL
Missouri, Minnesota,
'
QUERQUE TO HONOR A LAS
Arkansas
and
Kentucky, Oregon,
LAS VEGAS CITIZEN
West Virginia. Similar litigation
arose in Alabama, Iowa, Kansas, NebAlbuquerque, X. M., June 9. First raska, Oklahoma and South Dakota.
Assistant Secretary of the Interior A. In all, it was said that 75 suits In
A. Jones, who last week attended the federal courts depended upon the
conference of western governors at
in the 45 cases before the suLake, and who this week will vis- preme court.
it his home at Las Vegas, yesterday
The Minnesota rate cases arose out
was extended an invitation by the of suits by stockholders,;-.- tha NorthCommercial club of this city to come ern Pacific, the Great Xorlhen and
to Albuquerque during his visit to the Minneapolis 'and St. Louis rail
Xew Mexico and be the guest of the roads
against the companies to enjoia
club at a banquet in his honor. The them from obeying
the maximutri
invitation extended Mr. Jones, which freight and
t
passenger laws
was in the' form of a telegram, reads as
unconstitutional, and against the
as follows:
state officials to enjoin them frota
"Albuquerque, X. M., June 8. enforcing the laws. Judge Sanborn of
"Hon. A. A. Jones, First Assistant the United States circuit court for
Secretary of the Interior, Salt Lake Minnesota, held the laws unconstitu- City:
tionay, of a confiscatory nature, and
"The Commercial club of Albuquer- that they burdened interstate com
que would be glad to entertain you merce. The three suits were appeal
at luncheon or dinner during your ed to the supreem court. The cno-testay in Xew Mexico. If you can acover the interstate commerce
cept, please advise by wire most con- feature of the controversy was simvenient date and time.
ilar to that in the Missouri cases.
"COMMERCIAL CLCB
OF ALBU-

'

ch-e-

wli-tii-

judgment and the legimitimate pre
sentation of arguments and facts by
representatives of industrial concerns
affected by legislation!
senate's
States
The
United
lobby hunt plunged into its second
week today. Less than a dozen senators remained to be examined before
the committee took up another tri)
and began calling a score or more of
men mentioned in the testimony , of
senators as being on one side or tne
other of the free sugar, fight, or of
being attorneys for special representatives in Washington.
Senator Sutherland, the first witness, told the committee he owned
200 shares In the Utah-IdahSugar
company, worth $7.S5 a share, and
."0 shares in the Amalgamated Sugar
or.
The handshaking over, Doust took comuany. worth $100 a share. He
the megaphone- from the umpire's had no interest in wool, but declared
hand and asked the stands to 'join he had voted and would vote for a
him in "three cheers for the Ameri- reasonable duty on sugar and wool.
can team." The cheers were given Any other course on his part, he said,
with vigor and found echo on the east would be nothing more than "hypostand in a staccato cheer for the critical affectation.'-'- .
Senator Reed said fie had no perAustralians.
sonal connections affected by the tarHe did not know any lobbyist,
' iff. not
been subjected to any athad
STATES WILL HAKE
influence and knew nothat
tempts
ing of improper use of money, but
PEACE SEPARATELY was certain that a new system of attempting to influence legislation had
risen in this country. He told the
EACH OF THE BALKANS WILL committee about
from
telegrams
DRAW UP A COVENANT WITH
horse and mule dealers in St, Louis,
.
THE TURKS
saying:
"Please vote for a duty on sugar;
session
final
The
9.
London, June
it
is very necessary to preserve the
of the peace conference between the mule
industry of Missouri."
QUERQUE.
delegates of the Balkan allies and
is
"It
plain to me that sugar plant"By GEORGE A. KASEMAX,
those f Turkey was held today at ers were seeking to influence the
"President."
St. James palace ana ended without men from whom
they bought mules,"
the
anything being decided as to
he said. "Judging from these circum
matWHEAT CONDITIONS GOOD
exchange of prisoners or other
stances and others, I believe there is
subJune 9. The departWashington,
ters. The delegates agreed to
a system growing up by which atof
ment
to
the
agriculture today announced
mit all outstanding questions
tempts are made to reach represen- its June crop report as follows:
Balkan
Each
respective governments.
or senators by indirect methto tatives
Spring wheat, area 18,603,000 acres;
,iuoto advised his i:overnment with
ods."
ucic&n
9.3.5 per cent of a normal;
condition,
convention
conclude a separate
"How many senators of the 70 you
indicated yield, 13.5 bushels per acre;
Turkey.
have heard testify here do you think estimated total
production, 232,000,-00have been improperly influenced?"
bushels. Winter wheat, condition
..
WOLGAST OUT OF IT
psked Senator Nelson.
83.5; indicated yield, 15.9; producCon9.
June
Reed.
Senator
Calif.,
"None," replied
Los Angeles,
tion 492,000,000 bushe3.
"Yon think senators
have so far
fronted with six months of Idleness
All wheat,
area 49,601,000; conto allow bis Injured thumb to heal, been immune from the serious infec- dition, 87.2; yield IB; production
Ad Wolgivst, former lightweight cham- tion of the lobby?"
bushels.
"I think that for many years the
pion, is planning a three months' visOats, arja SS.lMl.OOn; condition,
majority in congress may have been S7.0; yield, 2S.S; production, l.Jlt.
it to the Hawaiian Lslands. It is
he never will be able to fight influenced by argument put forth by 000.
condi Ion,
Barley, ar?a, ST7.000;
again, though his physician is hope- selfish interests and that many senators have been influenced by them. 87.1; j'l.jlrt,
ful.
production, 177.'
Wolgast sustained the injury during That was when the lobby flourished 000.
il.t lt.."..
Rye, condition, SO.:
his training for a fight with Johnny In Washington like a 'green bay tree.' "
'.'.
waa
to
doesn't
taken
which
need
have
"The
any
country
Hay, condition,
Dundee,
l'astnres, condition, Sy.-.
professional lobbyists," he said. "I
place here tomorrow Bight,
o
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MORE OFFICIALS FIRED
Washington, June 9, The
axe fell again in the weather bureau
today for the third time sinca Willis
L. Moore himself was recently disposed as chief, because of activity in
trying to become secretary of
Seeietary Houston today
suspended, pending further liivitisa
tion J. Warren Smith, prof'Mr of
Columbus,

meteorology,

Ohio;

B.

ll.-nr-

Hereey, general inspector-- .M!!a-kee- ;
Rossville E. Pollock, section diif.
rector, Trenton, N. J., and Konu-.-.Conger, general Inspector, IV;
,
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Commencing Monday June 9th and Closing Saturday June 28th
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WHER.E' TWO DOLLARS EQUALS THREE OR. MOR
TIM 3 USE ALL WOMEN'S WOOL SUITS, WOOL COATS, SILK AND WEtitE TMB USED
WOOL DRESSES AND ALL TRIMMED MILLINERY

rase!

DURING TINS SALE WILL BE MARKED JUST

ALF PRICE

'RYTHICIQ
In all other departments

This is all this season's merchandise, of the very best style and quality and worth 100 cents
on the dollar

throughout the store,

with a few necessary exceptions

1-

ONE THIRD OFF

Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose, Wunder Hose. Cadet Hose,
Interwoven Socks, Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, Threads of all kinds and Shoes.

3

NAMED

CASH ONLY

I

departments throughout the store,

with a few necessary exceptions

-2

TRIMMED MILLINERY

ABOVE

FOR

1-

In all other

EXCEPTIONS

10 NE THIR D
OFF

-

WOMEN'S WOOL SUITS
WOHEN'S WOOL COATS
SILK AND WOOL DRESSES

OF

ONE THIRD OFF

I THIS SALE

rTBBi

ONE THIRD

1

OFF

3

3

ARTICLES ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SALE

THIS SALE FOR CASH ONLY

Las Veas'LoadingSioro

Nothing Exchanged or Sent on Approval

Nothing Exchanged or Sent on Approval

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

EstaHisHed

SoutK&doPbjtt

1862

NO TELEPHONE

ORDERS ACCEPTED

1
penditures and accounting therefor
shall he the same as those now or
hereafter requiredby law in the case
of expenditures made by the boards
of county commissioners."
There can be no doubt that the
county road boards have full control
of the expenditure of all moneys for
LAW
road and bridge purposes with cer
tain exceptions hereinafter noted,
and that they are to make the expenHAVE ditures and account for them in the
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
CONTROL OF BRIDGES; ROAD
as expenditures are
same manner
BOARD RULES HIGHWAYS
geenrally made by the boards of counIn other words,
ty commissioners.
Santa Fe, X. M., June 9. A sub- specifically answering your question,
ject of ever present importance and the county road boards are authorized
interest is that of the duties and by this statute to draw warrants upmodus operandi of the county road on the treasurer just the same, a3
boards and the county commissioners, county commissioners are authorized
which is more or less mixed up, on to draw warrants.
,
recount of the uncertainty of the
I have heard in a rather indefinite
Ariorney General Clancy has way, that some county commissioners
been tailed on to mal;e things plain
were inclined to take the position that
several times, and the following letter as
they levied the, taxes and thus
Js another one on the subject that
created county funds, they should have
with interest by
Will he perused
control of the disbursement of such
officers:
county
funds, but this suggestion ignores the
June 7, 1913.
extent of the legislative power. The
To tho State Highway Commission,
legislature has full control over counSanta Fe, X. M.
ty officers and the county governGentlemen:
ment. It can transfer from the counYour letter of the fifth instant was ty commissioners to any other board
e
Culy received, but it has been impos- or officer any part of Uie duties
sible for rne sooner to answer it alimposed upon the commissionthough I fullyrealize the facts .stated ers, including even the power of levy
therein that It is of great importance ing 'taxes.
to the public that the questions subYou further say that a question his
mitted should be determined as soon arisen as to whether the county road
as possible.
board has the proper authority to
You first say you are advised that iu build new bridges and to supervise
several counties the county treasurers the maintenance of those already
refuse to pay warrants drawn by the built, or whether these powers are
county road boards, claiming that the lodged in the board of county commisfunds for road and bridge purposes sioners.
In a general way, under the
can be disbursed only upon warrants
of the laws of
of chapter
ordered drawn by tho county eoramls1912, all fcnd3 for bridge purposes
how are put tinder the control of the coun;s d'fficult to understand
this
gen- ty road board, but this is subject to
doubt
upon
ti.e:e"!i be any
clear
the
eome qualfications in view of the enof
In
view
eral proposition
rml direct legislation to be found in actment by the legislature of chapter
section seven of chapter 54 of the 32 of the laws of 1913. That act puts
laws of 1912, which reads as follows: under the charge of the board of
"All funds that
may be derived county commissioners the constru- of bonds, gifts tion of one class of bridges referred
issuance
from taxation,
or bequeBts, or from any other source, to in that act. Th's Is a substantial
11 of the
of chapter
for road and bridge purposes in the
be
hereafter
of
laws
shall
some
as
with
addition
counties
lSt9,
respective
expended under tbe supervision and and changes. It provides that upon
direction of the county road board, petition of certain specified numbers
and the methods for making such ex of taxpayers in the different classes
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new-law-

hers-tofor-

prov-s'ou-

i

I

s

of counties, it is the duty of the
board of county commissioners to advertise for bids and specifications
with plan qt plans attached for a
proposed bridge, and in case any bid
13
accepted there are further provisions 'for special taxes within specified limits to raise money to pay for
such bridge or bridges, and the board
to supervise
hiay employ someone
the erection of bridges, who shall be
paid out of the bridge fund. This act
clearly creates a special bridge fund
to be raised by taxation as provided
In the act which is under the control
of the county commissioners, entirely independent of the county road
board. As to the construction, maintenance or repair of any other bridges, the county road board clearly has
exclusive control under section seven
hereinbefore quoted, and under section eight of the same art, which distinctly gives "authority to construct
or improve or aid in constructing or
Improving any road or bridge within
the county." This general authority
is in no way impaired by the act of
1913, which relates only to a particular class of bridges as hereinbefore
indicated.
Very respectfully,
PRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.

statutory agent will be E. C. Butler.
The company is capitalized at $30,000
at ?100 per share and the directors
and the amount of stock held by each
'5 as follows:
Bessie M. Butler, $10.-01F.
Henry
Coicelly, $7,000; E. C.
Cutler, $130; E. L. Grosse, $100. The
company also filed a certificate of the
stockholders'
non-lialilit-

MRS, DOXEY'S CASE UP AGAIN
St. Louis, June 9. After having
been postponed through nine terma q
court because of the alleged illness
of the defendant, the case of Mrs.
was taken up in
Dora
the St. Louis county court at Clayton
today for trial. Mrs. Whitney has
been a defendant in the courts
of
this vicinity for four years, first on a
charge of murder, and then on a
charge of bigamy. She first was indicted after William J. Erder, a St.
Louis postal clerk she married at
Clayton, died, leaving her an Insur
ance policy on his life. A trial in
this city on the murder charge result
Mrs. Doxey, as
ed in an acquittal.
she then was, and her husband. Dr.
Loren B, Doxey, then went to Ten
nessee. Dr. Doxey's body later was
found in the Tennessee river at Clif
ton, Tenn. It was reported a case of
suicide. In the meantime Mrs. Doxey
had been indicted .for bigamy, on
Doxey-Whitne-

y

Industrial Work and Instructors
the ground that she had married Er
Miss Mannette Myers,' state director
der while Btill the wife of Dr. Doxey.
of industrial education, who has been
Soon after the death of Dr. Doxey
slightly ill for a few days, la back to
idaho,
widow went to Greer,
the
her desk again in the office of the
where she married a man named
superintendent of public instruction.
Whitney is her sixth
Miss Myers will attend the following Whitney.
institutes, and look over Industrial
work at these meetings: Carrizozo.
June
inclusive; Roswell, June
No Substitute Could do This
Belen,
Carlsbad, June
No Inferior substitute but only the
June
Albuquerque, June
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
Socorro, June
Bernalillo, "June rid J. F. Walllch, Bartlett, Neb., of his
and will return to Santa Fe kidney trouble. He says: "I was
on the 25th. In connection with this bothered with backache, and the pain
to the back of my head,
would run
branch of school work, W. T. Conway and I had up
spells of dizziness. I took
and J. Yl. Rigney, both of the state Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
agricultural college, will attend these work and I am now G- entirely rid of
Schaefer and
trouble." O.
meetings and take up subjects relating kidney
Red Vrosa Drug Store.
to what can be accomplished In agriculture and horticulture in the regular
school work.
Stings or bites of Insects that are
New Company Incorporated '
followed by swellings, pain or itching
The Butler Auto company has filed should be treated promptly, as they
SNOW
articles of incorporation with the cor- are poisonous. BALLARD'S
It
the
poison.
counteracts
LINIMENT
poration commission. The new com- Is both
Price
healing.
and
pany will have offices in Albuquerque, 25c, 50c antiseptic
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
at 420 West Copper avenue, and the by Central
Drug Co.
1

15-1-

17-1-

19-2-

SALE

ALMA-TADEM-

June 9. Art dealers and
collectors from many countries were
on hand today at the opening of the
auction sale of the artistic treasures
of the late Sir Laurence
the famous painter. The collection
is considered one of the choicest that
has been dispersed In London in a
long time. It includes 45 panels that
home in
adorned the
Each panel was
St, John's Wood.
contributed by some famous painter
as a mark of admiration and affection for their distinguished confrere.
Next to the panels the most interest
London,

Alma-Tadem-

Alma-Tadem-

ing object in the collection is the famous "autograph" grand piano, which
is contained in a specially designed
case Inlaid with mahogany, ebony,
ivory, pearl and tortoise shell. Inside the cover, encased in silver and
ivory are parchment panels, bearing
the authographs of the greatest musicians of
time.

a

Alma-Tadema'- s

Store.
PILES CURED IN 8 TO 14 DAYS.
"
your druggist will refund money
Can't Keep It Secret
v
The splendid work, of Chamberlain's
if PAZO 'OINTMENT falls to cure
is
daily becoming more wideany case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding Tablets
or Protrding Piles In 6 to 14 days. ly known. No such grand remedy for

stomach and liver troubles has ever

50c.

r

"

A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
It is prompt and effective.
persons.
It comes in a yellow package, with;
beehive on carton. It contains no
Take no substitute for Foopiates.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. O.
G. Schaefer and
Red Cross
Drug.

'

been known.
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PJervousnecs
and Backache due to disorders
ox Kidneys and Bio elder
Fox rieaLctsLciie
RED CROSS DRUG CO.

O. G.

1

SCHAEFER.

m

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

i.

M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

ID.

Vice-Preside-

T. Hoskins, Cashier.
Ass't. Cash.

E. S. Lewis,
L-

- A.

S V

ED

n

G A S;

Interest PaJd On Time Deposits

LAS VEGASSAVINGS BANK

21-2-

23-2-

CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

S3O.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

-

Wm. Q. HAYUON

President

H. VV. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

Vice President

Treasurer
INTER.ES

T

PAID ON DEPOSITS

H
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SPOBTSIIEN WAIT
WITH BATED
BREATH
INTERNATIONAL
IN
(INTEREST
POLO CONTEST TOMORROW
IS AT FEVER HEAT
New York, June 9. The most impor-tan- t
event of the year In International sport will he staged at Meadow
Brook, L. I., tomorrow afternoon when
the American and English polo teams
gallop out on the field for the initial

game of the sixth match for the International Polo Challenge Cup. Play
for this prize ranks second only to
the races for the America's yachting
trophy, in competitions which have to
date brought together representative
amateur sportsmen of the Unite!
States and Great Britain.
Lacking somewhat in traditions
and prestige surrounding the battles
for possession of the famous blue ribbon of ocean regattas, the polo cup
has the advantage of that
element of sport that thrills the
spectators, who watch the game processing in a confined area immediately before them.
A game which requires courage,
team work, physical strength and endurance, combined with control of
temper and ability to sink personality
in favor of combination advancement,
arouses the greatest interest among
followers of modern sport. In the
coming polo matches pre found all
these requisites spiced oy. the additional element of interrational tinge
and the speediest ponies ever .collected for poio play.
There are still other angles which
add interest to the attempt of the
English team to regain possession
man-toma- n
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Baking I
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Powder !

" thafmakesthe

f

baking better." fi
It leavens the

food evenly

m throughout;

2

I
5
m

puffs
it up to airy light- ness, makes it de- Jightfully appetiz- ing and wholesome.

Remember,

Calu- in

met is moderate

1
a

!

highest in S

0 price

1 iualitygrocer for 2
SAsk your Don't
take a S
U
g substitute.
-

HIOHEST AWARDS,
World') Pur rood Exposition,
Chicago, llllnola, Paris Exposition,
Frans March. 1812.
RECEIVED

S

MADE

poses.

fecks

finement.

The ceremonies at the unveiling of
the memorial were of a brief but imGovernor Rals
pressive character.
ton made the opening address of
welcome. General Bennett H. Young
of

The

Jint of AH, Tt henniHtUm
Is Crooked by S. S. S.
It sounds queer to take a blood bath
out mat 18 precisely the effect of
mum I'uiuarKUDie remedy known as
S. S. S.
It has the peculiar action of
soaking through the Intestines directly
Into the blood. In five minutes Its influence is at work In every artery,
vein and tiny capillary.
Every membrane, every organ of the body, every
emunctory becomes in effect a filter to
strain the blood of impurities.
The
stimulating properties of S. S. S. comthe
pel
skin, liver, bowels, kidnevs.
bladder to all work to the one end of
casting' out every irritating, every
atom of DOison: it dis
lodges by Irrigation all accumulations
in the joints, causes acid accretions to
dissolve, renders them neutral and
scatters those peculiar' formations In
the nerve centers that cause such
mystlfylnff and often baffling rheu
niatic pains.
And best of all, this remarkable
remedy- is welcome to the weakest
stomach. If you have drugged yourself until your slomach Is nearly Dara- jyzea, you will he astonished to find
that S. S. S. gives no sensation but
goes right to work. This Is because
it Is a pure vegetable infusion, is
taken naturally into your blood Just
as pure air is inhaled naturally into
your lungs.
S. S. S. at ahv drun
You can
store at $1.00 a bottle. It is a standard
remedy, recognized everywhere as the
greatest blood antidote ever discovered. If yours is a peculiar case and
you desire expert ad"!ce, write to The
swift Kpenflc Co., 137 Swift Bldtr..
Atlanta, Ga.
Hur.l.-H- i

commander-in-chie- f
of
Louisville,
the United Confederate Veterans
made the address of presentation and
Vice President Thomas R. Marshall
accepted the memorial in behalf of
the state of Indiana. Other particl
pants in the program were Mr. Cun
tiingham, the dnnor of the memorial;
President Bryan of Indiana Universi
ty, President Stone of Purdue Univer
sity, and Miss Belle Kinney, of New
York, who designed the bust.

UNIVERSITY
CELEBRATES
Austin, Tex., June 9. Commence
ment week at the LTniVersity of Texas
which opened today, marks the thir
tieth anniversary of the university
and it is being made the occasion
for an appropriate celebration. Hun
dreds of former students of the uni
versity have returned to join in the
celebration, which will culminate in
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Vou don' I save money u:hen you buy
taking powder. Don't
jj cheap or
big-ca- n

be misletk

Buy Calumet.
It') mora
economical
more whoksomt
jfefc
test results. Calumet ii far tuperim (b
totmmilfy an J soda.

merry-makin-

g
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ROSE FESTIVAL

Portland, Ore., June 9. With the
Man of Drugs Able to Understand arrival of Rex Oregonus at noon today Portland's annual Rose Festival
Physician's Writing, at Least to
was formally opened. The king of the
His Own Advantage.
festival and his court came up the
A story makes
its appearance in Willamette on the royal barge "Sea
Paris which will probably interest
those who have tried to decipher doc- Otter," convoyed by a gayly decorattors' handwriting, both oa bills and ed fleet of pleasure craft. After landprescriptions. It concerns a gentle- ing amid a thunderous welcome of
man who had suffered from chronlo bells, whistles and gun salutes the
gout for some time and finally went merry monarch was presented with
to a doctor who appeared to under- the
keys of the city.
stand the case so well that he exThe carnival program this year is
In
the
cure.
a
The
patient,
pected
excess of his gratitude, wrote- to the much more elaborate than In previous
medico, asking him to dinner. In due years, and each day of the week will
course the reply came, but in such be full of brilliant features. This afundecipherable handwriting that the ternoon the great Rose show was
recipient could not make head nor opened at the armory. Tomorrow
tail of it. Was the doctor coming, or
night the gorgeous electrical parade
was he not?
The housekeeper, used to the doubt entitled "Flowers and Gems of Ore
ful callgraphy of tradesmen's bills, gon, will be given.
Floral parades
was called in to assist, but could! a battle of flowers, daily band con- make nothing of the letter. She had certs, balls,
motorcycle races, athlea bright Idea, however. "I must go tic
contests,
sports and pyroaquatic
I
will
"and
shopping today," she said,
take the letter to a chemist, who will technical displays fill up the week's
be used to doctor's writing." The program. The city is gorgeously de
idea was adopted, and the housekeep- corated and the hotels are crowded
er took it to the chemist.
with strangers who will vie with the
"Can you make this out, please?"
residents of Portland in the enjoy
she asked the apothecary
ment of the
and festivhe
replied;
"Certainly, madame,"
ities of the week.
and disappeared with the letter.
In five minutes he returnedwith
a package in white paper, which ha
WOMEN'S PRESS CLUB
handed over the counter. "That will
Edmonton, Alta., June 9. The an
be five francs, please, with the bottle," nual convention
of the Canadian Wo
he said politely.
The housekeeper, it is said, regard- men's Press club met here today with
ed him silently for a moment, and delegates present from Toronto, Montthen fainted nway. She received med- real, Ottawa, Hamilton, Winnipeg,
ical attention in the presence of & Fort William, Calgary, Victoria and
large crowd, which suspected a motor-- many other cities of the Dominion.
bus accident.
The business sessions will continue
two days and will
be interspersed
KILLED BY A TIN BUCKET with numerous features of

The members of the English team
also represent the best polo playing
talent that the British empire can
boast. Composed of Capt. R. G. Ri.t- son, Elliskining Dragoons, who leads
the team; Capt. Leslie St. George
Cheape, King's Own Dragoons; Capt.
A. Noel Edwards, Ninth Lancers, and
Vivian Lcckett, Seventeenth
Capt.
the commencement exercises tomor
Lancers, the combination is one of
row. Though comparatively a young
who
of
have
their
years
players
spent
institution the University of Texas
life in the saddle. In Lord Wodehas attained a foremost place among
house and F. M. Freake England has
the colleges of the southwest, having
two reservists who have played in
2,250 students and a force of 140 in
international
and
matches
previous
Apache Basket Weaving Is Becoming
structors.
are by experience and training ready
a Lost Art, Due to Modern
to act In the capacity of substitutes
Changes.
should their services be required.
"She Looks Old" and Not Yet 40
more
'
This team, selected from
than
Apache basket weaving is a dying
Many women fade early, simply be art.
2,000 players from all parts of the returned to the attack in 1911, but
Succumbing to the unequal strugUnited Kinkdom, is a most formid Whitney, 'Milburn and the two Water- - cause they do not take proper care gle against the ubiquitous tinpail and
oil can, the quaint and
able polo four. Captains Cheape and burys proved too strong an dthe chal of themselves. They constantly over
Edwards were members of the chal lengers lost two games bp a score of do and overlook those ailments that beautiful Indian basket is rapidly dis4
to 3 and 4V2 to 3y2.
if not checked rob them of all health appearing. It is woven now only for
lenging team of 1911. Mr. Freake
sale to tourists and collectors, and as
and beauty.
and Lord Wodehouse played on the
the demand from these sources alAt the first symptoms of a function
IN COAL
COMPETITION
cup defending team of 1909. Captain
ways exceeds the supply the quality
New Orleans, La., June 9. With al disturbance or an organic derange of the workmanship has suffered. No
Ritson is noted for his riding and re
markable wrist work with the mallet. the arrival here today of the first ment, if women will only rely upon longer does the thrifty "squaw," with
Captain, Cheape's strong forte lies In barge of coal from the Alabama Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com an eye to the "main chance," spend
his hitting and horsemanship. Cap fields by the
route a mighty pounds, that great woman's remedy months over one basket that it may
tain Edwards combines both accuracy rival is ready to grapple with Penn- for woman's ilia, it will aid the roses hold water without leaking. Now it
makes little difference in the market
and length in his strokes and Is not- sylvania for the fuel market on the to return to your cheeks, sallow
price whether the basket will hold
ed for his team work. The admirers ower Mississippi. Giant
dredges have looks depart, spirits brighten and anything or serve any useful purpose,
of Captain Lockett claim that he is at last opened a great fluvial high- If.rkache itul bradac-hecaused ty or whether the decorations have any
the longest driver and the hardest way into New Orleans, which, in a si ch troubles to be- known no mce. significance or not.
rider in English polo today. During arge measure, overcomes the advant- Facing bravely against the modern
tendency to commercialize their honthe practice play since the arrival of
es which nature gave the coal com
A Worker Appreciates This
orable calling stand a few ancient
the team in America the work of panies
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence, dames perhaps a dozen in all
The
along the Monongahela.
to
a
revelation
the invaders has been
l or the last fourteen Apacheland whose memory goes back
shipment that arrived today is small, Oregon, says:
those who have watched their gamo
ut it Is believed to be the forerun years my kidneys and bladder Incapa to the days before the corroding civiland caused the four to be installed ner of millions of tons and to mark citated me for all work. About eight ization of the white man sapped the
months ago I began using Foley Kidfavorites in the wagering.
ambitions of the redman.
the accomplishment of one of the ney Pills, and they have done what vitality andwomen
work away winter
Against this powerful combination most important commercial achieve ether medicines failed to do, and now These old
and summer in the mountain villages,
into
will
send
Association
Polo
the
ments in this section since Eads cut I am feeling fine. I recommend Fo usually beside some stream where the
Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and willows
play a team compdsed wholly or in his channel
grow, and the baskets prothrough the shifting bar ley
Red Cross Drug Store.
part of the cup winning and defending at the mouth of the Mississippi.
duced by them are fuHy equal to the
four of 1909 and 1911. Two accideuts
older work.
It is not alone the New Orleans
to Devereux Mllbur have caused the
These baskets command the highest
market that is now concenti'ating
MAINE TOWN 200 YEARS OLD
prices and are esgerly sought after by
selection of the team to be delayed
the attention of the great coal con
Berwick, Me.. June 9. Berwick to- agents of curio dealers and wealthy
untu the eleventh hour. Capt. Harry
cerns on this port. Within a few
Water-bury- ,
Lawrence
day
began a celebration of its two collectors. When this band of venerPayne WWhitney,
months
the
Panama
will
be
a
canal
hundredth anniversary and the fes- able weavers pass out the genuine
J. M. Waterbury, Jr., and Deverbasket of the ancient days will be but
eux Milburn naturally would be first reality. With the converging of many tivities will continue through the a
memory indeed.
lines
be
will
trimmed
coal
teamship
greater part of the week. The setchoice, but the accidents to Milburn
into bunkers at an enormous rate at tlement of the town whose ancient
may deprive the American team of
Rah! Rah! Rah!
his services just as England lost Wal. the isthmus. Owing to its proximity, name was Newichawannock was beHarold's
father is a college man
ter S. Buckmaster, on the eve of sail- New Orleans expects to get the- lion's gun in 1627 but It was not until June and Harold has come to understand,
his
hare
of
business. Combined with 9. 1713 that the town was incorporat despite the fact that he is only six,
ing, from similar causes. For reservthat his father regards "a college
ists the association cap call upon additional exports that will come ed.
man" as far superior to the average
Rene La Montagne, L. E. Stoddard, with, the development of the west
mortal. But Harold's father doesn't
C. C. Rumsey, J. S. Phipps and other coasts of Central and South America
like dogs, and has on numerous occathe reason for the tense situation in
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
noted players.
sions frowned upon his small son'3
Diarrhoea Remedy
Expert polo authorities give it as the coal Industry becomes apparent.
to own a pup.
One day redesire
Every family without exception
their opinion that while England has
Pennsylvania has held the whip
cently a neighbor called Harold over
should
this
at
hand
keep
preparation
a slight advantage in mounts this hand on the coal situation In the lowto see him and offered to give him a
during the hot weather of the sumyear America has nothing to fear in er Mississippi valley for generations. mer months. Chamberlain's
Colic, dog if his father would let him have
is it. "Go ask your father if you can
riding and team work providing the The cost of bringing coal down with Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Meadow Brook "Big Four" consisting the current was so small that there worth many times its cost when need- have it," said the neighbor, "and tell
of Whitney, Milburn and the two Wat-- , wa3 no chance for SUCCessful compe ed and is almost certain to be needed him it is a thoroughbred collie pup."
before the summer is over. It has no
"Oh, dad," said Harold when he
erburys, take the field as cup defend tition. Then coal was found in Ala- - superior for the purposes for which it reached his father, "Mr. Blaine wantl
ers. Substitution at this late date bama, but high coats of transporta- is intended. Buy, it now. For sale by to give me one of his dogs, if you will
would undoubtedly affect the play of tion offset the advantage of its near- all dealers.
let me have it. You will let me have
the American team as a whole.
it, won't you, dad? Because, you see.
ness. The outlook changed, however,
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and It is a thoroughbred college pup,"
Regardless of the actual line-up- ,
when a water route from Alabama was
a good deal of the daytime, you Harold got the dog. Woman's Home
however, the matches will uudoubv shown to be possible. ' The new yawn
can charge it to a torpid liver which Companion.
edly attract the greatest gathering of route is .through newly deepened chan has allowed
the system to get full of
spectators that ever attended a PWnelg through
impurities. HERBINE cures all disTomWgbee aM
Minstrels of the Balkans.
series, ine weauow tsroun viuu Alabama rivers into
Sound orders produced by an inactive liver.
Mississippi
In
Servia
and Montenegro alike
he
It
are.
tQ
that
where the games
played, and thence to New
organ, cleanses
Orleans by a short thestrengthens
bowels and puts the system in many blind, lame, or crippled minhas enlarged its stands to. accomodate cut
through Lake Borgne and the can- good healthy condition. Price 50c. strels eke out a comfortable existence
3,000 spectators; auto parking spaces
in traveling from town to town with
al
the lake with the river. Sold by Central Drug Co.
connecting
and room for standees will more than
the ancient
lute and singdouble this attendance each day and
ing to the peasants the deeds of their
CLASS DAY AT PRINCETON
MEMORIAL TO UNION SOLDIER
the revenue derived from the gate
fathers &ud the ancient glory of
Princeton, N. J., June 9. Class day
Indiaanpolis, Tnd., June 9. VeterServia. From the fourteenth century
will be large.
ans of the Union and confederate ar- at Princeton, with its mar.y gather to the present day every national hero
The silver cup, the struggle for the
the
which
in
seniors
played the 'has been Immortalized
in verse by
mies, with many other interested ings
possession of which has aroused such
tlm rotunJa of leading parts today, proved to be one humble versifiers. The authors of this
spectators,
thronged
reinternational sporting furor, until
of epic poetry must forever rethe Indiana capitol building this af- of the most interesting and delightful wealth
V
V.,,U
mnt .,..1-- ,
cently reposed in a safe deposit vault ternoon
duo iubuiuul luo
"""u
in
of
Each
the
of
years.
departments
and listened
to addresses
in New York City. It was first offernot
selves
have
in
been
preserved,
the university
conducted services
the books or upon paper, but in the
ed by the Westchester Polo Club of typifying the best patriotic feeling of
both the north and the south. The clsoely following the program which memories cf the people.
Newport, R. I., to be known as the
was one almost without pr- custom has established as most fitoccasion
An
Polo
Cup.
International Challenge
Conspicuous
ecedentthe
His Willing Tribute.
unveiling of a memorial ting for the occasion.
English team sent by the Hurlingham
the features of the program
among
erected
In
confederate
veterans
by
won
the
the
"Judge, we are getting up a little
Polo Committee
cup
were the cannon exercises, the plant-In- s book to be made up for the most part
same year in two straight matches. honor of a Union soldier. The memoof the class ivy, and the ivy ora- of voluntary testimonials from distinA .
is
a
rial
bronze
of
RichColonel
J.
F.
bust
McCreery,
Four years later
in front of Nassau hall.
guished citizens who honor us by cartion,
Mcard
who
was
L.
Kecne
and
Owen,
the
at
commander
Foxball
Mackey,
their life insurance in our comrying
troMorton
in this city, where some
Camp
Creery attempted to regain the
We shall be very glad to have
pany.
No person need hesitate to take Fophy. They lostthe only game played, 4,000 confederate soldiers were confrom
one
you. Would you mind tellPills on the ground that
came
in 1902 another attempt was made, fined after the capture of Fort Donel-Bo- ley Kidney
know not what Is in them. Foley ing me in a few words how you
they
by the Union forces. The move- & Co, guarantee them to be a pure to insure with us?"
England whining two out of three
"Not at all, sir. Your agent was
games. Successes crowned the ef- ment to honor the memory of Colonel curative medicine, specially prepared
for
bladder
In
and
1909,
for
ailments and holding rm nearly to death. For six
Owen was initiated by S. A. Cunningforts of the "Big Four'
kidney
do not contain greeks he had made my life a burden,
They
defeatIrregularities.
were
defenders
Veteditor
cup
of
ham,
the Coufoderate
England's
habit forming drugs. Try thorn. O. 1 gave him my application for life ined in two straight games.
England eran, of Nashville, Tenn., who was G.
Schaefer and Red Coss Drug store. surance Just to get X'ii ct b!m."
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HAD NO DIFFICULTY
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$ For this is the fl
S baking powder a
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the challenging country have spent
vast sums of money and devoted tw
years to preparing for the play about
to begin. Fully aware of the prepar
ations being made abroad, the Anier
can association has kept pace with
the result that an outlay amountiu
to close to $1,000,000 nas been iieces
sary before the opening contest. For
England, the Duke of Westminster
prime mover in the efforts to recove
the cup, is said peisonally to have con
tributed about $200,000 and secured
$300,000 from fellow polo enthusiasts
throughout the British empire.
With this sum the world, outside of
the United States, nas been curried
for ponies suitable' in speed and stam
ina for world's championship play
The mounts of the English team show
the results gf widespread search, lor
they have come from England, Aus
tralia, Egypt, New Zealand, Argen
is the to
tine and India. Forty-fou- r
tal of the squad and since the ponies
are the pick of almost 3,000 offered
it is safe to say that the real valu
ation is in excess of the $100,000
placed upon them for bonding pur

one of the prisoners at Camp Morton.
The cost of the memorial, amounting
to about $3,000, was contributed by
RhsuntaUss? other veterans who nad been
prison
ers of war at Camp Morton and all
Remarkable Effect of a Remedy That
of whom were pleased at tne oppor
Actually Irrigate the Entire
tunity to manifest their gratitude to
Blood Supply.
the commander who did everything
in hiB power to make things more
comfortable for them during their con

od Bath

9, 1913.
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nil

of the polo trophy wrested from Eng
land in 1909. The polo authorities of

JUNE

n

Monday

Opening of the spring meeting of
the Latonia Jockey Club, Cincinnati.
Eastern woman's golf championship
tournament opens at Boston.
National woman's tennis championship tournament opens at Philadelphia.
Tuesday
Johnnie Dundee vs. Ad Wo'igast,
20 rounds at Vernon California.
Wednesday
Annual bench show of Ladies' Kennel Association of Massachusetts, Au- burndale, Mass.
Eastern New York state tennis
championships, Hartsdale, N." Y.
Thursday
Freddie Welsh vs. Ray Campbell,
0 rounds, at Vancouver, B. C-

LIGHTWEIGHTS
BEG!

I

10

THEIR

TRAINING
SHAFFER

AND NEWMAN EXPECT
TO BE IN GOOD
SHAPE FOR
BATTLE JUNE 17

Although due in Las Vegas yesterday, the boxers, Newman and Shaffer,
did not arrive here until this afternoon. Both are in fine condition and
are as confident of success in their
match on June 17 as two roosters.
Shaffer comes to Las Vegas with the
best of backing from the Albuquerque
fans, who believe that the Cheyenne
boy will stop Newman inside the
limit.
In yesterday's edition of the Albuquerque Morning Journal it was stated that the Las Vegas fans may feel
certain that this bout will be oie
of the classiest that have ever been
staged here. It is probable that a
large number of the fans from the
Dvke City will attend the bout,
as
Shaffer is immensely popular there.
John Anderson of Albuquerque accompanied Shaffer to this city and
will act in the capacity of manager
for the Cheyenne boyt
Newman will use as his sparring
partners local men, as will Shaffer,
and will train in his old quarters on
the West side. Arrangements will be
completed tonight for the training
quarters o"Slikffer.
The tickets for
the bout were placed on sale at the
Murphey drug store this morning, and
by this afternon a large number Of
the best seats had been sold. That
the fight will be well attended is
now an established fact, as requests
for reservations are coming fas. Fans
from all parts of the state will attend
the bout.
"AD"

MEN

IN

BALTIMORE

Baltimore, Md., June 9. With the
downtown section gorgeously decorated for the occasion, Batlimore today
extended a hearty welcome to the
ninth annual convention of the 'Associated Advertising Clubs of America.
Thousands of visitors are here from
almost every important city of the
United States and Canada. The arrangements for their entertainment
are the most elaborate ever made for
a gathering in tbi3 city. The con
vention will continue
the entire
week.

TAFT VISITS WASHINGTON
June 9. Former PresiWashington,
.Friday
came
dent
Taft
to Washington today
Jack Diilon vs. Eddie McGoorty, 10
for the first time since he retired from
rounds, at Butte, Mont.
the presidency last March. The pur
Saturday
American Athletic Federation meet pose of his visit is to attend a meetat Rivervlew motordrome, Chicago. ing of the Lincoln Memorial commis
Annual spring meet of New York sion, of which he is a member.
Athletic Club at Travers Island, N. Y.
Race of Columbia Yacht Club from
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
Chicago to Michigan City.
"I had a terrible r.NaiQ
Mass., says:
Opening of the spring meeting of across my back, with a burning and
Conaught Park Jockey Club at Ot- scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
tawa, Ont.
and sure. I felt toned up and invigorated. I recommend
Foley Kidney
Pills." For backache, rheumatism,
all
and
lumbago,
Shake Off Your Rheumatism
kidney and bladder
Now is the time to get rid of your ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills, O.
G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
rheumatism. Try a twenty-fiv- e
cent
bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and Store.
see how quickly your rheumatic pains
Subscribe for The Optic.
disappear. Sold by all dealers.

SUMMER

EXCURSIONS

a

ALL POINTS

IN COLORADO

TO

y

Si
!

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . SI 1.80
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gsSKiZO
Denver. . . SI 0.
Tickets are first class good for sio;
overs in cither direction within fhd
limit. For fares to oilier points, pic:;:

call at ticket office,
D. L.
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FOVn
that to place
congress see
a
other things
few
and
wool, sugar
some Amer
fuln
on the free list will
cratic
ESTABLISHED

1879

President Wilson
ican industries.
is at work in Washington blocking the
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
final passage of the democratic free
(Incorporated.)
trade bill, and for seevral days an
august committee of the senate has
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
to ferret
been at work, attempting
And they have
out the offenders.
caught the real ones, although they
do not seem to know It.
The democratic caucus is the real
Entered at the postofflce at East lobbyist. Senators are driven into the
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans-- I party free trade organization by the
mission through the rnited States whips of the leaders and compelled
to vote tor a tariff bill that they fear
mallB as second class matter.
will prove ruinous. Yet resident
Wilson, by charging thai an attempt
I
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
is being made to prevent the passage
Dally, by Carrier
!
trade bill, impliedly states
? .05 of his free
Per Copy
there
that
is
nothing out of the way
.15
One Week
1
in
to force the bill
own
his
attempt
- .65
One Month.
the
right is not all
through.
Surely
7.5C
One Year
matter.
on
If it Is
in
one
side
this
Dally, by Mall
free
trade
for
the
of
advocates
fair
$6.00
, One Year...
'
3.00 to attempt to force the passage of
Six Months
their pet measure It Is just as fair
for the opponents to try to prevent Its
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
enacment Into law.
GROWER
The theory of President Wilson and
.$2.00 tiia
One Year
friends seems to be that because
J1.00
Blx Months
they favor free trade It must be right,
and therefore any one who opposes
Ca3h in Advance for Mall Subscrip- them is politically wicked. The tariff question ha3 agitated the business
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or. men of thla country; since the time
tfer. If sent otherwise we will not our government was organized; men
be responsible for loss.
of brains have favored free trade
and men of brains have opposed It.
Specimen copies free on
The situation is the same today.
Many able men now favor the passALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT age of a free trade tariff bill and
many equally able men oppose it. In
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
assuming that because he favors free
PAID FOR
trade no one should favor protection
Advertisers are guaranteed the President Wilson shows that he has
largest dally and weekly circulation not yet been long enough away from
of any newspaper lu northern New the academic cloister to free himself
from the Intellectual dogmatism with
)MexIco.
which many university professors are
TELEPHONES
supposed to be imbued. His attitude
..Main 2 is unbecoming, to say the least. He
Br SI NESS OFFICE
Main 9 ought to remember that for many,
NEWS DEPARTMENT
many years there have been and that,
there are now at least two sides to
MONDAY, JUNE !), 1913.
this tariff question. If by organizaSAUCH FOli Till G.VXDEB tion he is attempting to pass his pet
measure, his opponents are entitled
Wickedness, downright, straight-ou- t to organize to defeat it. What is
wlckeness' is charged against all sauce for the goose is sauce for the
who are attempting to make a demo gander.
Published

siiesciiooL's
ENROLLMENT
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gas, N. M.; Arthur E. Edmonds, East
Las Vegas, N. M.; Mrs. Lena
Lucia, N. M.; Elmlra Rebecca Greason, Fruitland, N. M.; Rita
Griega, Sandoval, N. M.; Mary E.
N. M.;
Hanson, East Las Vegas
Myrtle Dee Harkey, Carlsbad, N. M.;
Phebe Hart, East Las Vegas, N. M.;
Clara M. Harvey, Sugarite, N. M.;
Mamie Head, Roswell, N. M.; Jennie
Vivian" Hedgcock, East Las Vegas, N.
M.; Eugenia Herber, Las Vegas, N.
M.; Julia Herrara, Las Vegas, N. M.;
Mary Emily Hewett, Artesia, N. M.;
Margaret Hill, East Las Vegas, N.
M.; Mabel Oro Hinrlchsen, Artesia,
N. M.; Pearl Eunice Hoard, Roswell,
N. M.; Mas F. S. Ilfeld, East Las Vegas, N. M.; Pauline Jarami'ilo, Las
Vegas, N. M.; Edward Johnson, East
Las Vegas, N. M.; Lorna lone Johnson, East Las Vegas, N. M.; Rose
Kellogg, Roswell iV. M.; Blanche
Kitchell, Roy, N. M.; B. H. Kirk,
Talban, N. M.; Fred Henry Gronen-berk- ,
Tularosa, N. M.; Clara Agnes
Langston, Guymon, Oklahoma, Jessie
Benton Laurence, Las Cruces, N. M.;
F. Russell Linberg, East Las Vegas,
N. M.; Alfred Livingston, Tularosa,
N. M.; Mrs. Kate Hope Livingston,
Tularosa, N, M.; Loreaa Rachel Livingston, Tularosa, N. M.; Mrs. Leona
Whitworth Logue, Quinlan, Oklahoma; Elizabeth Lonsherry, East Las
Vegas, N. M.; Aurora Refugio Lucero,
Santa Fe, N. M.; Addie Mair, Las
Vegas N. M.; Florence Oella Mair,
Las Vegas, N. M.; Fidel Martinez,
Penasco, h. M.; Mamie Meacham,
Arroyo Grande, Calif.; Bird Eioise
McBetl!, Gardiner, N. M.; Enid R.
McGee, East Las Vegas, N. M.; Catherine L. McLaughlin, Raton, N. M.;
Artie Leona McMahon, Artesia, N. M.;
Mrs. Katherine McMaster, Aztec, N.
M.; Esther Mendenhall, Artesia, N.
M.; Elmyra Miller, Roswell, N. M.;
T. Bruce Milton, La Luz, N. M.; Lena
Moffat, Lovington, N. M.; Eva Elizabeth Moffett, Alamogordo, N. M.;
Mary Melissa Moffett, Alamogordo,
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to ing, Steel and Union Pacific. North
N.
M.; Vidalia Atanasia Jlontano, Alice Amelia Turner, East Las Vegas, July first sales wore at 90
a shade to V down but the price American slumped 8V4 to 60 ou a few
N. M.; Josefita riibarri, Las Vegas, S0
La Liendre, N. M.; Presentation
.
Afterward, huge transactions.
Alamogordo, N, M.; Ciara Ag- N. M.; Ollie G. Underwood, East rallied to 90
General selling was again resorted
N. M.; Luz Valdez, primary receipts brought about a temnes Eschliman, Rivedale, Michigan; Las Vegas
'
steaVan
was
close
The
to
Chella
when the report was circulated
N.
reaction.
Las
M.;
porary
Vegas,
Emma Elizabeth Eschliman, River-dalat that no important decision would be
East Las Vegas, N. M.; dy with July
i net higher
Petten,
Michigan; Jessie Evans, East JoJe Willa Watkins, Doming, N. M.;
made by the supreme court before
Las Vegas,' N. M.; Eva Felton, Alamo- Edith H. Wells, White Oaks, N. M.; 90.
Accumulating stocks weakened corn. the close of the market, if at all togordo, N. M.; Alice M. Fidier, Raton, Cnrlstine Louise Wohlenberg, Tular
unchanged to Vs. lower day, Low records were established
July
N. M.; Lucy M. Floyd, East Las Vein Steel, and Union Pacific, as well as
osa, N. M.; Louise lraney, r.asi. uao at 58 to' 58
and declined to 57
gas, N. M.; Josef ita Garcia, Las VegaB, Vegas. N. M.; Agnes Jessise Blanch-ard- ,
.
Prices subsequently rallied with for a long list of other, shares.
X. M.; Virginia Garcia, Albuquerque,
Water Canyon, N. M.
The market closed weak. There
The close was firm at 58
wheat.
N. M.; Hazel Gerard, Las Vegas, N.
M for July, a net gain of a shade. was a decided undercurrent of weakM.; Jennie Gonzales,
Mrs. Frances
Oats showed bearish tendencies un- ness in the late dealings although the
timore, Las Vegas, N. M. ; Mae Mur- NEWSPAPER HAN WEDS
active hedging by cash houses. aggressive pressure of; the early hour
der
phy, Raton, N. M.; Julia Narvaez,
which opened the same as Sat- was lacking. Prices eased off despite
July,
Las Vegas, N. M.; Mrs. Marie C.
lower, at 3S14 to support of some influential issues. InA ROSWELL GIRL urday night to
Navarro, Alcade, N. M.; Ruby Neel
and then sag- vestment shares such as Northwest38
touched
Neff, Artesia, N. M.; Anna Marie Noern and American Teleplone declined
to
ged
38.
Belle
East
Las Vegas, N. M.;
lan,
P. JOHNSON OF THE ASSOCIATProvisions were supported by stand- readily and liquidation of low priced
Norton, Jenkins, N. M.; Bessie NorED PRESS MARRIES MISS
ing orders to purchase pork. Initial stocks continued. The last sale3
ton, Jenkins, N. M.; Katherine
SADIE COSTA
transactions varied from 26 decline to were as follows:
Scranton, KanBas; Mrs. Teofllo
66
with September Amalgamated Copper
advance,
Ortega, Las Vegas, N. MM.; Gladys
This morning at 10:30 o'clock at $19.80 for pork; $11.5 for lard and Sugar
106
Elizabeth Palmer, Artesia, N. M.;
Mrs. Leon Dur95
Atchison
Mina Pochel, East Las Vegas, N. M.; the home of Dr. and
$11.3G11.37, ,for ribs.
Miss Sadie Costa of Roswell and
ham,
were:
.155
The
quotations
closing
Reading
Philip Power, Guymon, Oklahoma;
were
Sl
Rose May Power, Guymon, Oklahoma; Mr. A. P. Johnson of Denver
Wheat, July 90; September 90; Southern Pacific
Rbv. E. C. December
in
united
by
marriage
N.
Union Pacific
:U?,
Rosalie Pierce Powers, Las Vegas,
90.
Methodist
of the First
Anderson
52
September 59; United States Steel
Corn, July 59;
M.; Mrs. Carrie Victoria Prescott, E.
with December
came
The
church.
wedding
104
N.
Las Vegas,
States
United
M.; Mrs. Katherine
pfd
Steel,
57.
to the many friends of
much
Oats, July 38; September 38:
Humphreys Pritchett, Aragon, N. M.i Mrs. surprise in Las
The
Johnson
Vegas.
December 38. KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
fMay Rees, Las Cruces, N. M.; Ellen
was attended only by the
$19.95;
Richards, Alamogordo, N. M.; Max ceremony
$20.60;
Sept.
Pork,
July
June 9. Hogs, reKansas
City,
immediate friends of the couple. Mrs,
Rivera, Guadalupita, N. M.; Frank H.
Lard, July $10.95; Sept $11.02; ceipts 8,000.
Market
steady to 5
eastern
In
Is
known
well
H. Roberts, Jr., East Las Vegas, N. Johnson
October
lower!
$10.92.
cents
Bulk
$3.35'8.45; heavy
New Mexico and is very prominent in
M.; Guadalupe Romero, Las Vegas,
Ribs, July $11.70; Sept. $11.37.
packers and butchers
$8.308.40;
and musical circles. She resocial
Edwin
Hoffman
N. M.,
Rosenthal,
$8.358.45;' lights $S.408.50; pigs
In Roswell and has been in Las
East Las Vegas, N. M.; Louis Isaac sides
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
(
two weeks. She
for
the
$77.?u.
past
Vegas
Rosenthal, East Las Vegas, N. M.;
New York, June 9. Stocks were
Market stea8,000.
Is of a dark type of beauty and has
Cattle,
receipts
Ida Frances Ross, Solano, N. M.;
marMr. John- forced steadily upon a breaking
a charming personality.
dy. Prime fed steers $8.25rS.65;
Phoebe T. Russell, Roy, N. M.; Eioisa
Ros- ket throughout the morning, and pric- dressed beef steers $7. 207E8 . 25; westof
a
resident
was
son
formerly
Moises
S.
N.
M.;
Sanchez, Las Vegas,
connected there with the es gave away In all directions. The ern steers $6.50(5'8.2o:
southern
Sanchez, Diiia, N. M.; Antonio San- well, being
News.
He is now with effect of the improvement late last steers $5.508.10; cows $4.50(Li7.25;
Morning
N.
M.; Sara Scheckner,
doval, Dilia,
the Associated Press and is located week was soon lost and many new heifers $ 8. 50 H 8. 60; stockers and
Raton, N. M.; Delia Scheurich, Kelly,
Denver. Mr. Johnson is a capable low records were reached. Reports feeders $6.508;
bulls
$G7.25;
N. M.; Charles L. Shreck, Carrizozo, at
and
experienced newspaper man and that a fresh outbreak of hostilities calves $;?? 10. 50.
N. M. ; Candclarta S!!va, Sandoval, N.
is well known all over New Mexico in the Balkans was unlikely, disturbed
Sheep, receipt? S.OOft. Market steaM.; Astynlx Douglass Smith, LaLande,
Colorado. The happy couple left foreign market and selling here by dy to strong. Lambs
and
N. M.; Rachel smith, LaLande, N. M.;
$fi8.17; yearColLondon once more was a depressing
a
wethers
Juanita Stagner, Artesia, N. M.; this afternoon for trip through
lings $.iff 6. ".0:
$4.506;
will spend their factor. Calling of loans by banks ewes $
Iff 5.25: stackers and feeders
Berthe Elizabeth Thiry, St. Gabriel, orado where they
and later return to Den- threw on the market stocks which $;:.2."i(f?5.
La.;
Chesley Hilburn Tliomason, honeymoon,
where they will reside.
ver
weer unsaleable except at large conN.
B.
TImmons,
M.; Pryor
Cioudcroft,
Commission
cessions.
houses sold
New Holland, Ohio;
Everett H.
BOARD OF TRADE
more
CHICAGO
calls
for
and
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera, and
margins
steadily
Mrs.
N.
M.;
Tipton, Alamogordo,
Diarrhoea Remedy
Chicago, June 9. Prospects of a were unsaleable except at large
Ida Theresa
Alamogordo,
to
in
visible
were
the
Bonds
were
weak.
decrease
supply
big
N. M.;
Every family without exception
Lula E. Tipton, Sanchez,
should keep this preparation at hand
N.
M.,
Alamogor- tal today hardened wheat prices af weak.
Opal
Tipton,
the hot weather of the sum.
There were also
Coincident with the assembling of during
do, N. M.; Rice Silvester Tipton, Al- ter an
mer months.
Chamberlain's Colic,
amogordo, N. M.; Sarah G. Tooker, predictions that the government crop the supreme court at Washington, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
condia
show
reduced
would
business took a sudden drop, traders worth many times its cost when needEast Las Vegas, N. M.; Jane Traylor, report
Artesia, N. M.; Luclie Traylor, Ar- tion percentage compared with May awaiting definite word whether any ed and is almost certain to be. needed
before the summer is over. It has no
tesia, N. M.; Daniel Trujillo, Roclada, 1. Rains southwest were responsible important decisions would be made.
for the purposes for which It
N. M.; Ofelia Trujillo, Las Vegas, N. for the slight weakness at the outset. Prices nevertheless, went up slowly, superior
is intended. Buy it now. For sale by
off. recoveries' reaching a point In Read- - all dealers.
M.; Ramon Trujillo, Sanchez, X. M.; The opening was unchanged to
sta-'te- d

(Continued from Page One)
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The spring has been long and cold, people have not laid in their usual summer supplies. We start this wonderful stock
reducing sale with shelves and cases full of beautiful merchandise. Right now, we offer unbroken stocks that must be sold
at unheard of prices. In sizing up the situation and looking over our goods

WE FIND WE ARE OVERSTOCKED

need the money.
Don't miss this splendid opportunity to save money. You need the goods-w- e
is guaranteed to come up to the well known Bacharach standard
Sod V7ii:iIow Display &f Suits and DrpQaQG g

Snow White
Muslin
Underwear
R.ediced

'Ck

Less Thoav
Wholesale
Prices
Chiffon, Summer Silk, Lingerie and
Embroidered Voile Waists in a vari-ct-

y

of materials and in a prolific number of distinctive styles. You cannot

nppreclale bow fine an opportunity
u flits you In this Important offering
milctis you see them. They all go at

Mr

W

m

We are showing ' fautif.ul Gowns,
Petticoats, Corset Covers, Combination Suits, Drawers and Chemise In
materials trimmed1 in. laces and embroideries that will arpeal to the

most fastidious taste. This is a timely suggestion to June brides. We'll
be glad to show them and they go at

J

m

i"

Off
Distinctive
fi-3

--

W oasts

Every article offered for sale

Sale of Summer Dresses for
Misses and Girls
An event in which workmanship and style, coupled with low prices
combine to make this a notable offering of good values. There is much to
attract in the style and the workmanship of the dresses in this special
Stock Reducing Sale. Take your choice.

Trimmed

Boys Clothes at
Big Reductions

Millinery
latest

Prices

styles created by arevery hat different.
Imagine, please, gracefully shaped
white chip hats with lovely bows of
misty white malines some with ribbon or plume trimmings. Our hats
will blend charmingly with any dress
or coat you may desire.
Very

tistic milliners

OFF
T

"the Store of 0"auty"
i

E.LasVccas.

A

'

M1 ':i

f
,

It

It

43

BBii

From Former

Point to remember about Bachar-ach'- s
clothes for hoys is, that whilst
our prices are the same or lower than
any other prices, the workmanship
and style are far superior. This ss
our standard claim on your consideration hut we supplement it during
this sale with an offering of all our
boys' suits at
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Arthur Evans of Del Rio, Texas,
came in yesterday afternoon and will
remain in Las Vegas during the coming summer. Mr. Evans comes to
Las Vegas every summer to spend his
W. P. Proctor o Centralia, Mo., is vacation. He Is a prominent cattle
visman of Del Rio.
In Las . egas for a several weeks'
Deputy Sheriffs A. C. Burtless and
it with friends here.
A, C. Royce of Denver came in yes- Antonio Armijo of Albuquerque came
busi- in yesterday with Tom De BlassI and
terday afternoon for a few days'
Elegio Sanchez, who have been comness visit in Las Vegas.
to the state asylum. Sanchez
Trinidad
mitted
of
Mr. and Mrs. Berg ,Anzi
is
In
few
a
a
bad condition, but De Blassi
for
afternoon
in
came
yesterday
may recover, as his case is not seday' visit in Las Vegas.
in
came
rious.
Fe
of
Santa
Fred Loeug
Ed Flynn and M. H. Longniclde of
yesterday afternoon for a few days'
Santa
Rita, canie in Saturday evenbusiness visit in Las Vegas.
Wat-rou- s
a short business visit in Las
for
of
G.
ing
B.
Naeglin
and
H. Wiese
came in Saturday evening and Vegas. They are here with the prospect of buying the steam shovel that
were visitors here yesterday.
ov-e- r has been in use
at the Camfield dam
came
Fe
of
Santa
Powers
J. E.
take
that
will
piece of machinery,
yesterday afternoon for a short and
to
Rita where It will
Santa
if
in.
Las
bought,
Vegas.
business visit
In mining operations.
be
used
of
Kan.,
Wichita,
George Bayauth
Mrs. James Wallace Raynolds and
came in Saturday night for a few
left this afternoon for Santa
children
Las
in
visit
Vegas.
business

PERSONALS

days'

for the
W. W. Tipton and D. McLacklan Fe where they will, remain
has
Mrs.
summer.
Raynolds
Las
coming
of Los Alamos were visitors in
been a visitor with relatives in Las
their homes.

Vegas yesterday from
Mrs. Charles Spiess left yesterday
afternoon for Raton where she will
spend a short time visiting friends.
W. G. Williams came in yesterday
afternoon from his home at El Paso
for a few days' busines visit in Las
Vegas.
Chester Hunker, assistant district
attorney, left yesterday afternoon for
Glorieta where he will be on business
for a short time.
W. B. Stewart and S. C Johnston
of Wichita, Kan., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday evening for a few days'
business visit.
Mrs. M. E. Lewis left yesterday afternoon for Anacotes, Washington,
where she will visit relatives for the
coming few months.
H. L. Dean, representative for a coffee firm of Sherman, Texas, came in
yesterday afternoon for a short business cisit in Las Vegas.
T, J. Scott, transportation inspec
tor for the New Mexico division of
the Santa Fe Railway company, was
a visitor in Las Vegas yesterday
O P Rabb demity orsanizer for
the Moose lodge, came in last night
from his headquarters at Deming for
a few days' business visit with the lo-

LAS VEGAS

1KN01YN

CARS

k
ahju-querqu- e,

TlRAIN

FOURTH OF JULY ALBUQUERQUE-SANTFE RUN TO BE A
SPECTACULAR EVENT

ATTEMPTS TO CATCH NO. 2 AT
AND FALLS
ALBUQUERQUE
UNDER THE WHEELS

First

back.

,

Dumplings

-

37

boll serein for 15 minutes.
Made with K C Baking Powder and
steamed in this way, dumplings are asjight
a3 biscuits and are delicious with thickened
gravy.
Tiiis recipe is adapted from one for Chicken
Pot Pie in "The Cook's Hook" by Janet
McKenzie Hill, editor of the Boston CookThe book contains
ing School Magazine.
90 excellent recipes for things that are good
to eat and that help reduce the cost of living.
"The Cook's Book" sent fret for the
nt
colored certificate packed in every
can of K C Baking Powder. Send to Jaquei
Mfg. Co., Chicago.

"

SANATORIA

GO!

n

OM L

G

$111,000.00

M CJ

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Total

1.051,418

Bankers.
Trust Companies and Savings

00
On

00
09
00
70

Due to

32.312
Banks
Individual deposits sulijecl to check- - S'.7.it)3
35s.S
Time certificates of deposit
Certified Cneeks
Wfl
Cashier's checks outstanding---- '.
1,223
Postal Savings Deposits

Total

S4

13
10
SB

27

..1.054,481.00

State of Nkw

Mi;x ioo,
OF SAN MlliUKI.

ss.
the above named
swear
do
bank,
that tiie ahove statesolemnly
ment is true to the best of mv knowledge and
belief.
D. T. HOS KINS, Cashier.
COP-NT-

I, D. T. Hoskins. cashier of

Subscribed and sworn to before uie this 9tn
day of June, 1913.
CLARENCE IDEM, Notary Public.
My commission expires October ti. 1913.
"'

Correct Attest;
J. M. CUNNINGHAM.
Wm. o. B a y don
FRANK WRINUKR,

I

'

Directors.
J

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

$1,050. FULLY

Timo Deposits

EQUIPPED AT YOUR BOOH

0--

WEDDING RECEIVED
ARTHUR
LIVINGOOD
MARRIES
OLD SWEETHEART
BACK IN
BUCKEYE STATE

.

9.

At Kansas
St. Paul, 2.

The announcement of the weddina
Arthur II, Van Horn, an instructor at the New Mexico Normal
University, and Miss Mae Estella
Warfle of Sidney, Neb., reached Las
Vegas yesterday. The couple were
married on last Wednesday evening
at Sidney and left there at once for
Boulder, Colo.,where they will spend
the summer. Mr. and Mrs. Van Horn
will come to Las Veatas the latter part
of August when they will be "at home
to their friends.

City

Kansas City, 3;
'

OVERLAND HC3EI, 53 T

OF CLUBS

STANDING

of Mr.

National League
Club

...27

12

.692

23

18
18

.561

22

.522
.489

22
24

Chicago

The announcement of the wedding
of Arthur B. Livlngood also has reach
ed Las Vegas.
This wedding took
place on the same day as did that
of Mr. and Mrs. Van Horn and was
solemnized at Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Miss Gertrude Catherine Smith of
Cuyahoga Falls was the lady in this
romance. Mr. and Mrs. Livlngood
will be at home to their friends In
Las Vegas after the first of August
Mr. Livingood is employed in the tel
egraph department of the Mountain
States Telephone and Telegraphy com

Pel.

Won Lost

Philadelphia
New York
Brooklyn
Pittsburgh
St. Louis

22

23

20

Boston

17

26
24

Cincinnati

17

20

American

.550

Chicago

Boston
Detroit
St. Louis
New York

24
25

13
21

.543

...25

23

.531

20

24

.455

.'...19

31

.380

20

33

.377

.10

34

.22?

Omaha
Des Moines
Sioujd

Laa Vegas for the past few days.

32;

.7.30-

-

14
5S

City

.

'

.696
.625

25

31

.543
542

.22

25
25

.468
.457

27
35

.413

?.

Topeka
Wichita

Jones, assistant secretary of
the interior, came in this afternoon
for a few days' business in Las
lie will be honored at a receptomorrow
tion that is to he given
night at the Commercial club rooms.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Olson left this
afternoon for Michigan where they
will spend several weeks viisthig re
latives.

Pet.

Won Lost

Denver
St. Joseph
Lincoln

....21
19
12

.255

A. A.'

WOMEN'S

PRESS

CLUB

Edmonton, Alta., June 9. The annual convention of the Canadian Women's Press club met here today with
delegates present from Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, Hamilton, Winnipeg,
Fort William, Calgary, Victoria and
many other cities of the Dominion.
The business sessions will continue
be interspersed
two days and will
witli'nuraerous features of

Ve-Sii-

The city council win uom ns
monthly meeting on Wednesday
evening at the council chambers In
the city hall.-

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

The Hub Clothing store, owned by
A. M. Adler, today closed its doors.
It Js said that Mt. Adler will file a FOUND Spaniel pup wearing collar.
W. E. Gortner, riiua.
petition in bankruptcy.
J

Automobile

Phone Main 344.

I

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props

3"?

.778
.723

10

Western League
Club

Veps

Pet.

25

..........

Las

.415
.370

Won Lost

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

.435

League

Club

LIABILITIES'
100.000
Capital stock paid in
50,000
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less expenses and
- 4 OBO
taxes paid
97,200
National Bank notes outstanilinir
Due to other National Hanks
- 23,748
Due to Slate and I'rivute Hanks and

Jefierson Raynolds, Preaident.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

RaynoldB, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

E.

Milwaukee Milwaukee,
At
Minenapolis,
6;
At Indianapolis Indianapolis
Toledo, 10.
At Louisville 'Louisville, 4; Colum-bus- ,

RESOURCES.
660,115 57
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured ..
HOOSE
100,000 00
U. S, Bonds to secure circulation
Other Bonds to secure U. S. Deposits;
7,000 00
to secure Postal Savings, $7000
- 1,000 00
on U. S. Donds
60.449
49
HERE Premiums
i'IAY
etc
Bonds, securities,
8.200 oo
Banking house, furniture and fixtures
00
fc00
Other real estate owned
Due from National Banks (not re53,831 66
serve agents)
THE
FOR
DIRECTOR
NATIONAL
Due from State and Private Banks
and Bankers, Trust Companies and
ORDER N LAS VEGAS LOOK3sl 40
Savings Banks
ING FOR LOCATION
Due from approved reserve atrents ... 82,5si 03
6,424 60
Checks and other cash items
6,586 OS
Exchanges for Clearing House,
'
295 00 pany.
NoTes of other National Banks
That Las Vegas is likely to be the Fractional
currency, nickels
paper
.
3"t.43
location selected for the Moose Tuber, and cents-...- t.
.'-viz;
In
Lawful
Mr. and Mrs. A. H.. West left' this
cular Sanatorium of New Mexico Is Specie Money jfeserve .bunk,
5,703 73
D9.723 75
Legal-tende- r
6, (W0 00
notes
national
O.
of
aftornoon
P.
statement
for the West ranch at Levy
Rabb,
the
Redemption fund with IT. S. Treas'r
5.000 00 after
(5 per cent pi circulation)
dirctor for the jLoyal Order of Moose,
having been business visitors In

;

...

American Association

NEWS OF" ANOTHER

- '

:-

SS

-

-

BASEBALL

YESTERDAY'S

The mail car and engine were un
not to block Central
coupled so
National League
avenue. Strong Brothers and Justice
No games scheduled.
coroner
were
George Craig,
notified
The body was taken away in a few
American League
minutes, the justice having telephon
At Chicago Chicago, 2; New York,
ed permission to move the body, and
the train left within 15 minutes after
At St. Louis St. Louis. 3; Boston,
the accident.
5.
Nothing to identify the man was
At Cincinanti Cincinnati, 1; Phil
found In his clothes.
He apparently
2.
was 33 years old, his hair was brown adelphia,
and his face was covered with a sandy
Western League
beard of three or four days' growth
WlchUs
At Denver Denver,
His eyes were gray. He was about 5
8
inches tall.
feet,
Des Moines
At Omaha -- Omaha,
He wore blue overalls and a brown
black shoes and a brown
coat,
At Sioux City Sioux City, 0;" Sr
felt hat. In his pockets he had a cake
of soap, a penny and a tobacco box, .Joseph, 3.
Lincoln,
At Toneka Topeka,

-

Allow the stew to boil ilown so that the
liquid does not cover the meat or chicken.
Add half a cup of cold water to stop its boiling and drop the dough in lar$;e spoonfuls on
top of the meat or chicken. Cover and let

ac-

TR.UST CO.

(EL

.

421 50
Savings Banks
Due from approved reserve atcents. 110.45 99
13,572 49
Cheeks and other cash items
t
Exchanges for Clearing House
Notes of other National Banks
i 8,000 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels.
198 95
and cents
Lawful Money Keserve m Bank, viz:
4. ;w 20
Specie
40.64? ou 45.016
Lesial tender notes
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent circulation)
Due from U. 8. Treasurer
5,000 00

who is here on lodge business.' If
the membership of the local lodge can
be increased to a sufficient figure to
warrant such a step, the grand lodge
of the Moose will locate the state
lotlg'J here, which would insure the
establishment of the sanatorium, according to Mr. Rabb. The director
says that the Moose pians locating a
tubercular sanatorium in each state
and is highly favorable to Us Vegas.
The sanatorium Is to be one of the
largest fraternal buildings for the sick
in the southwest. Mr. Rabb is delighted with the climate here and says he
will aid Las' Vegas in all ways at the
national convention of the order which
is to be held in Cincinnati in July:
In order to increase the membership
of the Moose here ne has secured
the charter.
permission to
at the
Members- wi'il- - be 'admitted
charter fee of $5 for a limited time.

One dollar will open an

y.

!!

h

ven-cesla-

Sift together three times, the
flour, baking powder and saitj
into this work the shortening
and use cream or milk to
make a dough less'stiff than for
- "
twscuits.

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

411

Baking t'oivder; I teaspoonful salt; J
cup shortening; milk or cream.

put at 'interest in this institution where it draws

Semi-Annuall-

count here and if you keep adding to it regularly, no matter hw small the amount is, you will
how much you will save.
be surprised to learn "how money grows"

Colonel R. E. Twitchell has beer,
Albuquerque, N. M., .Tune 9. A
notified by Mayor 1). K. B. Sellers of krowd of 200 persons saw an uniden- Albuquerque, president of the New tified man's head crushed under tourMexico Automobile association to the ist car No. 1461 of Santa Fe train No.
at 4:15 o'clock yesterday afternoon
effect that he has been made
San Miguel county chairman of the in front of the local station.
committee on arrangements for the
The train had just started, ten min
j TODAY'S BASEBALL
Fe automobile road utes late, when the man rushed out
Albuquerque-Sant- a
race, which will be run on July 4. of the crowd and attempted to catch
to the rear truck of the tourist sleeper.
Colonel Twitchell 1b authorized
National League
two other committeemen, He missed and his body was rolled
Appoint
New York at Chicago; clear.
whose duty it will be to interest Las along bciore the wheels about 20 feet
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh; clear.
Vegans in the race, both as partici- before they passed over him, tearing
at Cincinnati; clear.
Philadelphia
pants and spectators. Colonel Twitch- ff the top of his head and leaving
Boston at St. Louis; clear.
is right arm and leg hanging only
ell has not named his brother committeemen as yet.
by shreds of skin.
American League
tation Master Ed Sinclair was on
Any autoists who expect to enter
at New York; clear.
Chicago
Twitthe east side of the train, opposite
are requested to notify Colonel
Detroit at Washington; clear.
chell at once. The race is for four the station, to keep hoboes off. He
Cleveland at Boston; clear.
cylinder, cars with stock chassis and saw the man when he was beinsr rollSt. Louis at Philadelphia; clear.
so
.far ed along and signalled the engineer to
a
tread. Cars entered
American Association
are of the following makes: Hupmo
top. The train came to a standstill In
Toledo at Louisville; clear.
mobile. Stndehaker, Reo, Buick. and ess than a car length, but it was too
Indianapolis at, Columbus; clear.
Overland. ,The contest will be con late.
City; clear.
Minneapolis
A large crowd had gathered at the
ducted under the rules of the Automo
St. Paul at Milwaukee; clear.
bile Association of America. Las Ve station as usual Sunday afternoon, and
gas autoists own some fast cars, and witnessed the death of the unknown
Western League
it is likely some of them will enter man. Women made up a large part
Lincoln at Wichita; rain.
of
the crowd. They crowded close to
the raca.
Topeka at Denver; cloudy.
the car under which the body yas and
St. Joseph at Omaha; clear.
railroad men and Patrolman Pablo
Moines at Sioux City; clear.
Des
Keport of the Condition of
Lujan had trouble In keeping them

at

K C Dumplings

f

VOIJ LgHOUjLvP KNOWABOUT
4 Per Cent Interest, Compounded

TO RACE

John Ervien of Santa Fe, who left
MISS CATAL1NA DOitO
Saturday for his home at that place,
and
returned yesterday afternoon
IS SHERIFFS BRIDE
probably will leave tomorrow for the
Capitol City.
Mrs. J. K. Martin and three chil992,760
Total
dren left last night for San Diego, wedding of roman gallegos
LIABILITIES
occurs
This
100,000 00
in
Mr.
remain.
morning
Capital stock paid
Calif., where thev will
...
20,000 00
Surplus fund
5 O'CLOCK
ana
Martin left some time ago for that i
Undivided profits, less expenses
17,500
taxes
paid
100,000 00
place and Is now located there.
National Bank notes outstanding
5 o'clock, at the
at
.
This
morning
Bank
Notes
Slate
outstanding
came
Socorro
Miss Mabel Kelly of
10,684 ft
to other National hanks
Church of Our Lardy of Sorrows, oc- Due
Due to State and Private Banks and
iu last night and will remain in Las
59,125
Bankers
curred the wedding of Miss Catallna
Due to Trust Companies and Sav
Yefas for the coming few months.
Mr. and
28.S1B 10
Duro and Roman Gallegos.
ings Banks..
summer
the
at
a
student
She will be
Individual deposits subject to check- - 319.934 85
on
Mrs. Gallegos left at 6:15 o'c'iock,
67
3o4,Oi4
of
Time
certitlcates
deposit
session of the New Mexico Normal.
Checks
ii
the California Limited, for Los An- Certitleu
37
2,257
Cashier's
checks outstanding
University.
3s2 80
and ,San Diego, where they will Reserved for taxes
geles
in
came
Moore
yesterMiss Ruby
992,706 4:
Total
spend their honeymoon.
day evening from Cimarron for a few
j.
State of Nkw Mexico,
was
witnessed
only
The
ceremony
f
San
E.
op
visit
Miocel,
with her father, J.
County
days'
a few intimate friends of the bride I, Hallett Raynolds, Cashier of the ahove
Moore of this city. Miss Moore will by
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
and groom. Mr. Galegos is sheriff statement is true to the best of my knowledge
leave soon for California where she
belief.
of San Miguel county. Previously to and
HALLET RAYNOLDS. Cashier
summer.
will spend the doming
selected to his present office he Subscribed and sworn to before me this
of
f ecundino Romero, retiring United being as
9th
day
J"ne, 1913.
served
county commissioner. He
UEO A. FLEMING
States Marshal, Miss Mary Romero, is a
Notary Public
The bride
leading .republican.
Correct
Attest:
St.
Vincent's
who has been attending
tinand
siiccesfu'i
teacher
has been a
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, )
S. I). DAVIS Jr. V Director.
academy in Albuquerque, and Perry til recently attended the New Mexico
E. D. RAYNOLDS I
Caesidy of Santa Fe came in yester Normal University. Mrs. CaJlegoS Is
o
day afternoon. Miss Romero will re- the daughter of Mr. ana Mrs.
main in Las Vegas for the coming
Duro.
summer and Mr. Cassidy will go. to
Mr. and Mrs. Galegos have a large Report of the Condition of The
the Romero ranch and be employed number of fi'ends throughout the SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
there during the summer.
count. They will be at home in Las
OF LAS VEGAS.
reat Las Vegas in the State of New
Vegas after their wedding trip,
Mexico,
turning Lome at out July 1.
at the close of business June 4th. 1913
For Soups, Stewt and Fricasseed Chicken

By Mrs. Nevada Briggs, the well known
baking expert.
2 cups flour; S level teaspoonfula K C

r

th'e tremendous accumulating: effect of money

cal lodge.

Left overs of roast lamb, veal or beef,
the cheaper cuts of fresh meats, and fowls
too old for roasting, make delicious and
nourishing stews. K C Dumplings make
them doubly attractive and the whole dish
is most economical an object to most
families while meats are so high and must
be made to go as far as possible.

MAN IS

KILLED BY A

ARE INVITED

Vegas for the past two days.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach and
daughter returned this afternoon from
the Valley Ranch where they have
been on a vacation for the past week.
"Kid" Shaffer, the Cheyenne fight- A
.1 ,
er, came in tnis auernon irom
and will begin training at
once for his bout with Louis Newman,
which is to be staged here June 17.
E. E. Johnson, the land man, .left
this afternoon for Springer on a few
days' business visit.
Mrs. T. B. McNalr returned this
and other
afternoon from Florida
parts in the south where she has
been visiting for the past two months.
Miss Marguerite Bernard left this
'
National Bank
afternoon for Amarillo where she The
will spend a few weeks visiting relaAT LAS VEGAS.
In the State of New Mexico
tives.
Miss Delia McTntyre returned yes- At
the close of business, June 4th, 1913
terday afternoon from Albuquerque,
RESOURCES.
where she has been for the past two
621,961 70
Loans and Discounts
friends.
and
relatives
days visiting
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured...
secure
100,000 00
to
S.
Bonds
U.
circulation
C. M. Pape, Jr., representative for Premiums on U. S. Bonds
1.000 00
22,217 78
etc
the Peters Shoe company of St. Louis, Bonds, securities,
house furniture and fixtures..
5,500 00
Bunking
20,022 76
came in last nlgnt trom nis neauquar-ter- s Other real estate owned
from National-Bunk(not re
at Albuquerque for a short busi- Due
...
39,316 05
serve nuents)
Due from State and Private Banks
ness visit in Las Vegas.
and Bankers, Trust Companies, and ;
1.1

FIVE

Ii it may be termed

The

Science of
Selling

Farms

include

must

a science

a means of presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest us3 the

"

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS
Deafness .Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to ure deafness, and that is by Constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous linTube. When
ing of the Eustachian
this tube is inflamed you have a running sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing hut an inflamed condition of the thucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured
by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.

COULD CRUSH OPPOSITION

Washington, June 9. Elbert II.
Gary, chairman of the United States
Steel corporation testified today that
the corporation had the power to
drive competitors out of business during the early days of its career, but
that he had never approved of such
a policy.
Judge Gary was on the
in the
stand for
government's dissolution suit against
the corporation.
n
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY,
Deafness Cannot be Cured
SOME IDEAS ABOUT
by local applications, as they cannot

GNU DANCES PREFERRED

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a run
ning sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
an inflam
tarrh, which Is nothinsr
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh that cannot he cured
by
Hairs catarrh i;ure. Send for circu
lars, free.

MARRIAGE

Sig-no- r

The Brilliant Stars of June
By the end of June. Mars, VenuB,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough. A cold in June is as
apt to develop Into bronchitis or pneu
monia as at any other time, but not if
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
aken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine

thing hut if I hadn't been a man
Jotters I'd have had less trouble,.

of

-

I low so?
JiggfionV "lggson 1
wouldn't
mixed up in a breach of

lave

bees

promise cas

PLENTY OF IT
if,y.--

.

Tablets. Druggists refund money If It
E. W. GROVE'S sig
to cure
nature Is on each box. 25c.

fails

TAX PAYMENTS
Notice is hereby given that any
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
property upon which taxes of A. D.

remain unpaid at the date Bet
for such sale, and such property upon which taxes of 1912 are then delinquent, will bo sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,

1912

I

SZ

f.Vj

1913.

EUGENIO

Treasurer and

ROMERO,
Collector, San

N. M.

Miguel County,

SUPPLIES
Bids for furnishing six months' sup
Timid Lover Johnny, I'll give you
for the State Penitentiary will
jthis Quarter If you'll steal me a loci plies
be l ecelved until 9 o'clock a. m. Tues
pf your sister s hair.
make it fifty day, June 10th, 1913. Supplies conJohnny A'rlght
cents and I'll steal ye a whole switch! sist of groceries, meats, clothing,
leather, etc. A list of these supplies
NOT VISIBLE TO NAKED EYE
with conditions and blank proposals
will be furnished upon application to
the Superintendent.
By order of the Board of Peniten
tiary Commissioners.
JOHN B. McMANUS, Superintendent.
Dated: May 31st, 1913.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

Shapeliness Is not all that is necessary to the making of a throat beautiful. The texture of the skin must be
fine and soft, white and unblemished.
Cleanliness is the first essential. A
good thorough scrubbing with, a not too
soft brush, hot water and soap, once or
twice a week, will do no harm, the rest
of the time using the ordinary cloth.
Apply lemon juice or a ripe tomato to
any discoloratlons that may appear,
and unless the pores are enlarged,
use cold cream freely.
Alcohol will harden the flesh. As
tor the various bleaches, there are
some that are harmless, except insofar
as they ipvariably are drying, which
ultimately leaves the skin harsh and
brash. Here is one that can easily be
made at home, but, like the others, it
Is drying, so be sure to counteract this
effect by applying cold cream after
using it. Mix half an ounce of peroxide of hydrogen, six ounces of witch-hazel
and half an ounce of lactic acid,
Apply this with a soft cloth.

About three months after a bride
has left her old home with her nose
turned up scornfully at the suggestion
that she take her old clothes with her,
she comes hurrying back for them,
and is mad if one garment is missing.
Pittsburgh Dispatch.
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ADVER-

TISEMENTS

eeta

Five

centi psr line eacn inaartlon.
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. Ai:
advertie m'nlt charged
will be booked at space actually
it,
without regard to number of word
Cash In advance preferred.

WANTED

1

bus-ban- d

--

YOU!

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

a present for do-- ;
ing something
you 'd do nay
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR realb
Made

is.

by GER- -

MAN PROCESS I

s

J

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SDKS'
STANDARD

X

I
j

;(

SILVER
PLATE
EEAUTIFUL

FRENCH--

,

GREY (STER-- y
LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained

in this city from

ALL GROCER. S ;

aged

Spanish-speaking- ;

WANTED Two good rarm hands.
Apply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
WANTED Pour mules ranging from
5 to 6 years in age. Not to exceed
66 Inches high and weighing 900

to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of
querque and Cerrlllos Coal
pany, Madrid, N. M.
to

WANTED

Phone
street.

FOR

AlbuCom-

Rent: Setting hens.
or call 1004 Eighth

COG

For

1.

&sg&

HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meeti first and third Fridays
Meet H the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mra, J. O. Rutledie. Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Mala 329.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dep
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty. Visiting memhers are espe102 Mees every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially InvitO. R. C. Hall, on Douglah avenue.at
ed.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
ATTORNEYS
T.
J.
Buhlor
preaident;
secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
H. Hunker Cheater A.
Goovge
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
Attorney-at-Lafourth Tuesday evening of each
New aietix
Las Vegas
month Elks home on Ninth stre?
and Douglas avenue. Visiting
DENTISTS
cordially Invited. Gov. Wm.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConDR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
don, Secretary.
Crockett Building.
Malm Ui
COUN- Office Telephone
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Mala lis
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited. Richard
Dentist
Dental work of any deserlptloi
Devlne, Q. K-- ; Frank Angel, F. 8.

Hut

broth-ersar-

SALE

DORADO

Family horse, carriage EL
and harness, offlne furniture, stoves
and wool press. Apply to Harold
Cohn, 1037 Eighth street, East Las

LODGE

NO.

KNIGHTS OF PY
TH I AS Meets ei
ery Monday even
ing in Castle Hall

Vegas.

moderate prices.
1
Center Block.' Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, N M.

Room

Professional Health Culture for Ladlei
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

Hair and Scalj
Visiting
Knighti General Massage,
rtv- '1 f.re
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12; ; t
Facial Massage, Manicure
cordially lnvlt Treatment,
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. StevPlaza Hotel.
fed'. Chas Llebaco
ens, Humbo'idt, Kan.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
Chancellor
ner,
Commander. Harrj
FOR RENT Front bedrcom. Miss ry
Martin, Keeper of Records anO
Subscribe for The
508 Main Avenue.

Richley.

For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished
two
921 Lincoln avenue.
house.

room

FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street.
ROOMS

FOR RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

Suite of nicely furnished
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Eighth street.
RENT

511

Modern

CRYSTAL ICE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
'
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
Phone Main 227

health
White

FOR RENT

FOR

Optic.

Seal.

FOR SALE Improved irrigated farm
of 40 acres, 20 acres in oats, 20
acres in a'ifalfa with abundance of
water. Linden Duthie,
Box
5,
Onava, HT. M.

t
1

Middle

woman with good references as companion. Inquire Shumate's Studio.

It 's giving you

.

F. LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets ever Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit
Ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend. F D. Fries, N. G.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer,
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regilar con

Experienced
saleslady.
Inquire Hoffman & Graubarth.

jiisii

Refreshing Sleep.
Not everyone who sleeps is refreshed when the sun peeps over the
hills. One hour of deep and dreamless slumber is worth three of four
hours of that which falls to the lot
of most people, the fragmentary, restless, dream-hauntesleep.
Too many hours of sleep is almost
as bad as not enough. Some people
require eight hours, others only six
while many "brain workers" get along
nicely on only four. The'latter class,
often take little cat naps of a few
moments during the day. This is
Nature's way of evening up, and is
very refreshing if one merely losea
consciousness but for a moment the
recuperative powers work rapidly.

CLASSIFIED

WANTED

Origin of Beer Is Ancient.
Beer was brewed and drunk by the
Egyptians, the exact date of its origin
being lost in the remote ages. But
that it was enjoyed in the flourishing
times of Egypt Is settled beyond controversy. So far as can be learned
the materials fiom which i)eer was
then made were substantially, the
same as today. Beer appeared in
Greece several centuries before the
Christian era and was probably much
the same in character as that brewed
by the Egyptians; the Greeks, in all
likelihood, acquiring a knowledge of
its manufacture through commerce
with that land. They, in turn, handed
it on to the Romans, and by those
it was spread
hardy empire-builderbroadcast over the ancient world.

& u. o. o. MOOSE
Meets second aaj
Regular comfourth
cm!
Thursday evening
munication first tad
mouth at W O W. Hall. VU:u
In
third ThurRilav
brothers cordially invited. Howard
sach month. Yieiting
T. Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
Yo
brothers cordially ln- Secretary
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
VT
W. M., H. C .v"n Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 641.
I. O. of B.
every first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the
vestrj
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave sec. d Tues-j-"- ' o'clock p. ni. Vlsttins brothers art
day In each month at Ma-Isaac
cordially Invited
Appol.
aonlc Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
President; Cbarle Greenclay, See
IClnkel, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Ke-retary
corfler.

w4

FOR

RATES

"V

Every year quite a large number of
people are killed by lightning because
they did not know what to do In a
thunder storm.
First of all, it is safer to be indoors
than out. Most people get killed when
out in the open. If .you are caught in
a thunder storm, then don't be afraid
of sheltering under a tree just because
you have heard that it is dangerous.
It is dangerous to shelter under a
solitary tree, because lightning likes
to .strike the highest point, and a solitary tree is the highest point as a
rule for some distance around. But
you are pretty safe if you take shelter
in a wood. A tree in a wood is seldom
struck.
Certain trees are more dangerous
than others. If you have a choice between an oak and a beech tree, then
take the beech tree all the time. A
far greater number of oak trees are
struck than beech trees. Elm trees
are nearly as dangerous as oak trees.
Avoid big crowds and collections of
animals. For somo reason probably
because of the warmth that rises from
their bodies crowds of animals and
A summer dress of white lace empersons are liable to be struck by broidered in yellow with underskirt
of white
lightning.
Belt of yellow
taffeta.
Mouse as a Family Pet.
"Heavens!" shrieked a
When a Ship Is Lost.
Boise woman a few days ago as she
When a ship Is posted at Lloyd's a
discovered a mouse playing about the bell is tolled once. In the very unusual
table.
She event of a vessel arriving in port aftleg of the dining-roowas visiting at the house of a friend er being posted the bell is struck
on North Eighth street. "Won't some twice, and the caller makes his anone please kill that beast?"
nouncement from the rostrum amid a
The hostess laughed. "We couldn't breathless silence. On the day insurthink of killing the little mouse," she ance money is payable, all who were
on the missing ship are legally considexclaimed. "It's a family pet."
The visitor, still badly frightened, ered dead.
demanded an explanation.
"Well," said the hostess, "my
found a mouse one morning.
9
It
mm v m a m
was so tiny and seemed so fearless
or
l-that my husband brought a small
piece of cheese and the mouse
marched right up and ate out of his
This
hand. It was several days before I
could get used to it, but it will eat
Silver
from my hand now. It plays around
with no fear of any one and after it
has been so trusting toward us we
-- if
use
simply cannot bring ourselves to
kill it."
EMPRESS
Her visitor left shortly afterward.
Idaho Statesman.

CAFE

M.

vocation first Monday In
each
month at Masonic
Temple at 7:50 p. ra. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

Shelter in Collection of Trees Is Better Than Under Any One
Standing Alone.

AND

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A.

FLOUR

N. O.

LOCAL

--

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

SAFETY IN LIGHTNING STORM

SIGN PAINTING

Landlady Why do you look so a!
the soup? Is there anything in it?
Boarder I don't know.
foolishlj
left lny microscope in my '.ruuk

I75he

OPTIC'8 NUMBER. MAIN 1

Ve?

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND RtGULAS DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

DRESS.

DAINTY SUMMER

well-know-

BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY

OPTIC

Unl-vers- al

When a man walks down the aisle
of a church stepping on flowers which
little girls have scattered before him,
he must look like a fool, Lut no one
has even looked at him close enough
to see.
A man and woman going on a wedding tour try hard not to look happy,
and on their return they try just as
hard to look happy.
At a church wedding the girl at the
altar in white looks as if she had won
thfl head prize, and every woman present who has been married as long as
a year looks as if she had won the

Bhe

HOW TO WHITEN THE THROAT

Undoubtedly Written by a Pessimist, Lemon Juice or a Ripe Tomato Will
t
Remove Any Discoloration
They May Not Meet With
Alcohol to Harden.
Popular Approval.

F. J. CHKN'EY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. consolation.
When it Is said of a bridegroom that
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Halls Family Pills for consti he has money, every woman present
Monkey Good afternoon, Mrs. Lion.
remarks: "And you bet she knows
Are you taking ynur little one to danc- pation.
how to spend it for him."
school?
ing
There isn't as much honey in the
Take Plenty of Time to Eat
Lion Yes, lir. Monkey.
j
as reported, much of it behoneymoon
a
is
There
that
or
eat
Bear
saying
"rapid
Do you patronize Professor
If you have ing lost In the ordeal of wiping on. new
ing is slow suicide.'
the Misses Fawn?
formed the habit of eating too rapid towels after they have gone to houseNeither, Mr. Monkey I prefer
Gnu. He teaches all the Gnu ly you are most likely suffering from keeping, and breaking in new shoes.
They long during their engagement
ndigestion or constipation, which
dances, you know.
will result eventually in serious ill to go somewhere after they are marness unless corrected. Digestion be ried where they will be all alone. On
SURE THING
gins in the mouth. Food should be the second day after they have been
thoroughly masticated and Insalivat- all alone, the bride says: "Wouldn't it
ed. Then when you have a fullness be nice if some friend should come
of the stomach or feel dull and stupid along?" And the bridegroom
sighs:
after eating, take one of Chamber "Yes, or even an enemy!"

lain's Tablets. Many severe cases of
stomach, trouble and constipation have
been cured by the use of these tablets. They are easy to take and most
agreeable in effect. Sold by all dealers.

1913.

9,

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

furnished flat.

AND FISHING

CLUB.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
1 --

0"jW "

.(!
"W"!

1 1
1

100 Ibt.
100 lbs.
100 Ibt.
100 lb- 100 lbs-

.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

on

-

Ii

per
per
per
..40c per
50c per

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega lamoua.

c'iub has leased the La

wj-o-

20c
25c
30c

AGUAPURA COMPANY

NOTICE.

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
will he allowed o hunt or
fish upon this- property except members of tho club, and all persons going there must be prepared to show
a memberchip card In this organizaOtherwise they will be arresttion.
ed for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

Ninth street.

When the baby la suffering the double affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
It reduces
the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
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Classified

those

who

adi. eearch out the people to whom among all
the particular thing If worth most.

wi

MIGHT BWY

That property you want to tell is WORTH MOST .o iomo
who reads the ads. In thia newspaper and would sever
hoar

3

your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and anther ads. in ttis newspaper wast ta4
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used maeti!?
and furniture, articles of tsefulness of tny sort, and mut'.ral ia
ttrumentt.
As the classified ads. are read b) au possible buyots, of ail
sible sort of things, they have come to be finders of the best

vii1
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English Monocle Worn by
the Fashionable Parisienn

DAUGHTER
Knew

OF VAfiDEII

i

the Promptings of Her
Heart Had Not Been
in Vain.
By CLARENCE

FISHER.

The life prisoner was little more
than a boy in years. To Mollie, the
daughter of the warden, he had the
saddest and most interesting face that
she had ever seen. She had seen him
twice, when she had gone into her
father's office while the convicts were
sxerclsing in the prison yard outside.
She asked him about the man.
"Jeff Lowndes?" Inquired the old
"You'd best not
warden, frowning.
interest yourself in him, Mollie.
There's other 'lifers' may get their
sentences commuted some day, but
he never will."
"What did he do, father?" asked the
girl.

Wf..

Pililliill f

SLIM

AND

STRAIGHT,

d
Corset Will Give the
Fashionable Appeararice That
Is So Necessary.

T

To present

a fashionable

appear-

ance and wear the modes of the moment it is necessary to be straight
and slim; but this does not necessarily 'mean slight and small, nor are
actual measurements any real criterion. The corset is naturaly of primary importance. In fact, it may b9
said to be the foundation of the figure.
A
corset, carefully designed to suit a particular figure, can
never be termed expensive, even If
the cost be large; but if not expressly made, it is advisable to have the
corset fitted by an expert. Above all,
the woman of full figure should give
up any Idea of a small waist. A few
inches specified here means more comfort and straighter effect, and this is
a really important point. The corset must be low, the waist b Jwc or
three inches larger than usual, the
hips held in tightly and the front
Irani- flat
...

HOME DRESS

(

PlH
Y

"A

QUAINT

SILKS

W

VOGUE

HAVE

Nothing more persuasive could possibly be imagined for the dressy summer gown than these quaint flowered
6ilks. When they first came to notice
some months ago there were certain
doubts as to whether they would And
favor. But the authorities responsible
for the introduction were firm in the
belief that even the vividly colored
examples would be accepted. These
last are strongly reminiscent of old
chintz designs, and there are others
Just as tender.
With silks, brocades and likewise
crepons we shall have to reckon with
a severe little waist bodice that will
rest the onus of its success on some
novel treatment of the belt. Either
narrow, with one falling, end looped
over, the left side of the front, or extremely1 deep ami folded 05; else tjie
Turkish sash. The appearance is most
amusing when the skirt is or one material and the bodice of another;
those, however, in tone, the sash making for some dashing contract.
All manner of overtures are being
made to us to wear dainty neck ruffles and the zest is so keen there is
every probability the desire will be
fulfilled. Anyway, for a time, or until
the warm weather renders the enan
wrapping of the throat, even tulle,
warm
procedure.
unpleasant

Nearly all the smart gowns with
thin draperies narrow toward the
feet.

velvet are
SmsIiph of
finished with small silk or satin roses.
The favorite costume of the ser.son
is a suit of soft heavy silk. The coat
is usually loose and made on one of
the extreme models while the skirt
is draped and slashed at the bottom.
In finite of the humanitarian per
sons who are mine to save the plum- asm birds' from destruction, the costly
con
aigrettes and paradis' feathers
tinue the most popular and rasmon-ablhrieht-colored

e

( 'mm
.a.

millinery trimming.
A Mack
taffeta parasol with gold
ribs has the edge trimmed with two
fnlda of satin. On the edge of one of
the ribs is arranged a small bunch of
black and white satin rosebuds, which
also appear upon the handle.
.

Pastel Shade Popular.
It has become quite a fad to have
the combinations, corset covers," petticoats, gowns, etc., in colored batiste to
match the costumes with which they
are to be worn, or else to harmonize
with the decorations of the boudoir,
particularly in the case of gowns and
petticoats. The trimmings are usually
lace of the shadow or Val. variety.
Cluny, baby Irish and Venise are used
on owns and petticoats. This fad will
probably continue until hot weather
arrives, at which time tnere is nommg
better than white.

Poplinette in a deep saxe shade is
ueed here. The skirt of our model
has a seam at the left side of front,
sloping to the hips, and then going in
a straight line to hem; buttons set in
the middle of little velvet bows trim
Enlarging a Blouse.
the upper part of seam, also the
waist is a size too
If
a
lingerie
sleeves from wrist to elbow; cream
in this way: At each
it
small
enlarge
satin forms the collar, while the belt
side of the back opening, set a strip of
and waist band are of black.
Do the same
Materials required: i yards pop- lace or other insertion.
under-arseams,
and
shoulder
the
for
14
40
butinches wide, about
linette
add to the .size
tons,
yard black also the sleeves, and
yard white and
of. the collar in the ?atne w ay.
satin.

i
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1 again If only you give her time to forget. She is very fond of you really."
"She wanted to see how far she
could go," said George Strang gloomily. "It was a test. She couldn't really have liked that vase. Well, let her
do her worst."
And Aunt Mary did her worst speedStrange Way in Which She Aidily, for she took it into her crabbed
ed Her Favorite,
old mind to have a sudden seizure a
week later arid die. But she had had
Nephew
time to carry her threat into effect.
"To my nephew George," the will
By FRANK" FILSON.
"A present from Aunt Mary!" said read, "I had intended to leave the bulk
of my property. But inasmuch as his
young Mrs. Strang as the
love for me could not survive a little
the
to
her
by
was
handed
parcel
I bequeath to
trial that I made of
s
postman. "I just know that it's some-thin- him instead the chinait, vase
which is
odd, George."
now in his wife's possession."
It must be odd, because Aunt Mary
Yet, after all, it seemed that Aunt
was odd. She was a queer little old
little to leave.
Mary had had
spinster, with the kindest heart and For what she singularly
did leave to her dozen
the crankiest manners that ever went
But though she nephews and nieces amounted to exinto a combination.
dollars and eighteen
almost all her- actly ninety-sevewith
had quarreled
:ents
apiece.
wun
relatives and tnen maae up
"George," said Lucy in tears, when
them, and alternately cut them out of
got home from the funeral, "if
her will and then put their names they
Aunt Mary has any knowledge of what
she
multitudinous
codicils,
back into
is happening now, don't you think it
had always kept the warmest 'spot in
would please her if we kept the vase
her heart for George Strang, her hand- on
our mantel after all?"
some artist nephew.
"I tell you what we'll do," said
She had, indeed, supported him durGeorge. "We'll put It on the mantel
ing that period which comes to every each
of her death as a
artist, when he was struggling for peace anniversaryThe rest of the year
offering.
fame and existence in a large city
please keep it out of my sight."
against the wishes and despite the dis"Yes, dear," said Lucy. "Suppose
now
And
own
his
of
gust
family.
we keep it there just for today, to
Bent-wick
that he had married pretty Lucy
show we have no hard feeling."
and was in comfortable, if not afShe brought it out of its place of
J

kill Umi

cull

Hot-Head--

oddly-wrappe- d

fluent ciicumstances, she had sent
him a weddfng gift.
"A china vase!" exclaimed George
Strang In disgust as he eyed the
object in his hand.
It was. indeed, the most repulsive
looking vase that he had ever seen.
It was rotund and highly decorated
with painted pink roses, and upon it
was printed in small, black letters:
"You may break, you may Bhatter
the vse if you will,
"But the scent of the roses will cling
to it still."
"Blank!" said George. It was not
"blank," that he said, but it sounded
like that, because Lucy promptly
closed his mouth with her hand.
"She might have sent me something that we could keep on our mantel," said George Strang ruefully, looking upon the object with a shudder.
"Fancy a thing like that In our Uv- queer-lookin-

g

groan.

"Listen before I die," he gasped.
He's not guilty.
f shot Bert
Smith. We had a feud. I put the
knife beside
Lowndes' bed while
he slept. He's innocent. I "
His head fell back and an Instant
later he sighed, the eyelids fluttered
and closed. The officer rose.
"He's dead," he sfild.
But even in that moment an un
quenchable joy rose up in the girl's
heart as she met Lowndes' eyes and
knew that the promptings of her
heart had not been in vain.
(Copyright.
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sitting posture, his head resting
He
against the officer's shoulder.
was shot through the body; he could
not live an hour.
"I want to tell you " he mut
tered, and then his eyes met those of
the convict's.
The two men stared
fixedly at each other. Simms uttered

Ml

For Dressy Summer Gowns They Are
Likely to Become Altogether
General Favorites.

DICTATES OF FASHION.
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"He murdered a man in cold blood,
Cut his enemy's throat beams.
Moll, dear.
while he lay sleeping, because he had
"Turn back or I Are!" cried the
been unable to meet his mortgage and
convict.
As they paused he knew
save his mother's farm. Poor woman!
he had them at his mercy! The
that
renShe died before the verdict was
mob instinct of fear had conquered
dered, confident of her son's
that of hate.
They halted and the
He
courage was gone out of them.
like
look
"He doesn't
a murderer, flung the shutters wide and rose to
father," said Mollie.
his teet.
But it was morbid
to let her
"Fling down your weapons!" he
on
dwell
of
the prison- shouted.
any
thoughts
ers. Why was she thinking of him
They saw the tall figure in convict's
tonight as she crouched beside the stripes and the gleaming barrel lev
upper window, watching keenly the eled on them. Sullenly they obeyed
winding road that led to Haiters? and withdrew toward the gate. Then
Downstairs her father sat before the from beyond the road a trampling
prison gates, his rifle across his was heard.
men came at
knees. There had been ominous ru- the double toward the prison, It was
mors in town of a lynching party, to the militia company from the capital.
kill the negro who now cowered in
A moment later and the last of the
the furthest cell of the prison, assailants was racing to safety. Two
charged with an unspeakable crime. officers bore the man who had been
But old Warden Davis was of stern shot into the office and placed him at
stuff and he had let it be known that the warden's side.
The elder man
he would lose his life before he lost opened his eyes.
his prisoner. However, he had tele"Thank God, warden, we came in
phoned to the capital for a militia time," said the commanding officer.
company.
'What have they done to you? A
Something stirred along the wind- knee wound? You'll be up and around
ing road and the low, muttering mur-- In a week, man. But as for him "
Simms moaned and struggled into a

Paris society ladies are now wearing the English monocle. The fad Is
cure to be taken up at once by the American society leaders, who have
waited long for the opportunity of cultivating this distinctly English habit.
BE

JUNE

muttered, and relapsed Into unconsciousness.
LTpon the wall of the office hung
the keys. Acting now by blind instinct, Mollie seized the heaviest of
all, the key which opened the door of
Lowndes' cell. She ran down the
The key
flagged passage, gasping.
clicked in the lock, and the convict
rose in astonishment to see the girl
standing there.
"Come!" she cried, and ran back.
As Lowndes followed her he heard
the thud of wood upon wood and the
triumphant yells of the mob as the
gates splintered before the blows of
their beams.
The girl dragged him Into the office and flung the shutters close and
barred the" door. She thrust the rifle
into his hands. "You'll save my father?" she cried. "I trust you. They
are maddened now by the sight of
blood, but they shall never set foot
in here as long as I live."
Or I," he answered, and, kneeling
beside the window, opened a chink
in the shutters and thrust the rifle
forth. The leaders looked into it M
they ran yelling forward. They knew
that their revolver bullets were powerless against the strong window

Gray-coate-

TO

MONDAY,'

Be Relics of French Naval
Expedition of American
History of 1746.

Fire!"

rnur of an angry mob came to the
girl faintly. She flew downstairs.
"Father, they're coming!" she exclaimed.
"Go back to the house, Moll," he an-

swered sternly.
"But they'll kill you!" she cried.
"They won't get Washington," answered the old warden. "At least, not
till they do me. Get back, girl!"
She
Mollie dared not disobey.
waited at the office door. The warden
was alone, for the six guards had all
joined the mob. It would have been
worth their lives to have offered resistance. fAnd they too were imbued
with the strong nentiment of vengeance upon the black criminal.
The murmur swelled Into a din and
a mob of men came racing up the
road that led to the prison. Many
were masked, and in their hands they
carried heavy beams, capable of bat
The
trring in the oaken doors.
warden stood facing them.
"Give up, Davis," yelled the foremost of them. "Give up that nigger
rind you can go free. We ain't got
nothing against you."
Warden Davis deliberately arose
and drew a line in the mud with his
of
boot toe. When he closed one-hathe gate slowly, calmly.
"The first man that sets foot across
that line I'll shoOt," said Davis, raising his rifle.
The man who had addressed him
halted irresolutely.
"I know you, Simms, for all your
mask," said the warden. "Now boys,
are you going to follow that man to
your death? Go home, you fools."
Suddenly there came a revolver
crack from the mob and the old
man pitched forward, struggled to
rlHe, and sank back with a groan. Ills
The rifle had
knee was shattered.
fallen from his hand and he made
frantic, futile efforts to regain it.
At the sound of the shot Mollie had
She
sprung to her father's side.
snatched the rifle and, pointing It at
The man reeled and
Simms, flied.
fell. The mob shrank back and in aa
instant she had dragged her father In
side the gate and closed it. Next moment she was carrying him, panting
under his weight, into the house.
while the crowd hammered in fury
upon the gates.
"They'll last five mianieu," Davia
lf

Few Grizzly Eears Left.
A report issued by the state fish
and game commission says there is
a scarcity of grizzly bears in California, there not bi'ng more than a half- dozen known to be left of all the hundreds that used to roam the Sierras
The statement Is also made tljat 30,
000 deer are killed annually in the
state, 10,000 by hunters and the remainder by mountain lions, coyotes,
and other animals that prey on them
At the Indoor Fair.

Helper We're going to have a big
crowd here, and it'll be some job to
keep 'em moving.
Take
Manager That'll be easy.
down that rear exit sign, post up
the word "Free" and they'll ail bolt for
It. Judge.

by W. Q, Chapman.)
IN

HIGH PLACES

Immense Cost of Imperial Porphyry
Put It Beyond Reach of All But
the Very Rich.

by W. O. Chapman.)

Within the last few years parts of
human skeletons and old coins have
been washed out on the beach at
Spermacete cave near the old Highlands.
The bones. and other relics
come from Skeleton hill. The winds
and tides acting oh the base of the
hill cause the land at the top to slide
down to the beach, thus unearthing
the bones and other relics.
Although many stories are told of
how the bodies came to be there, the
one receiving the most credence ia
that the men were part of the expedi
tion sent out by trance to avenge tne
capture of Louisburg by the colonists
This expedition
and English troops.
left France in 1746. During the voy
age several of the warships carrying
the troops were wrecked. Later a
pestilence broke out among the crew,
killing hundreds of men. The admiral
in command, In despair, committed
suicide, as did his successor.
It was planned to attack the colonists in Massachusetts and then to
devastate all the settlements as fai
as Georgia. Most of the coins fouml
were dated about the time this expedition started. It ia generally though;
that the bodies found were those who
died from the plague and were buried
by their shipmates.
Skeleton hill is owned by the government. No one is allowed on the
property without a permit But for
this fact the place, no doubt, wouU
have been dug up long ago by trea
ure hunters. New Jersey correspond
ence New York Times.
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concealment and deposited it beside
the Pompeiian jars. George looked at
it then suddenly, overcome by pas
sion, he dashed it to the floor. The
vase broke into a thousand pieces.
ijxclaimed his wife
"George!"
wretchedly. "Kow could you have the
heart to do that? Dear Aunt Mary!
Why there's paper inside!"
There was indeed, for the vase was
hollow, and on the floor lay a long,
thin, folded package.
"Fills!" shouted George Strang, as
he unfolded it. And he shook out, one
after another, nine bills of the value
of a thousand dollars apiece.
"Look! There's a letter!" said Lucy
Strang, picking up a piece Of paper
covered with Aunt Mary's queer, crabbed hieroglyphics.
nephew,"
"My dear,
George read aloud. "Forgive a cranky
old woman who loves you with all her
heart. I know how you will hate this
vase. If you are hypocrite enough to
keep it, or unkind enough to give it
away, you will never read this note.
But if you are honest enough to follow jour impulse and shatter it you
will be glad and forgive your loving
bid aunt."
"Dear old Aunt Mary!" said George
Strang. "Lucy, dear, I'm going to have
the old thing glued together and keep
it in memory of her."
"Not not " began Lucy.
"Yes, dear, upon the living room
mantel."

"A China Vase."
Wfhy, it will spoil
ing room, Lucy!
the entire aspect of the place. And I
bet," he added, "that she sent the
thing on purpose to get up a quarrel
with me and then accuse me of quarreling with her. She'll drop in on us
unexpectedly and see that the thing

isn't

on view."

"But it must be on view, George,
dear," said Mary. "You know how
quarrelsome the old dear is. If she
does drop in and doesn't see it she'll
cut you out of her will and then O,
George, be a little prudent!"
to
But George refused point-blanhave the thing in their living room.
"She knows it's horrible, Lucy," he
said, "and if she wants to quarrel with
me let her have her way."
Which was precisely what she did
have. For a few days later Aunt
Mary did pome up to town from Bayard's Bridge and did drop in unexpectedly, and the mantel was bare save
for two antique Pompeiian vases.
"Well, my dear," said the old lady,
taking in the situation instantly, "I
must say that I admire those ornaments upon your mantel greatly. I
fear my own poor efforts to please you
and George must have been singularly
unsuccessful " And then she stopped.
For Lucy had run into her bedroom
when the old lady was announced to
get the china vase; but she had not
had time to place it upon the mantel
and stood guiltily hiding it beneath
her apron.
"You may tell George," she continued, "that since he has seen fit to
quarrel with me, who always supposed
that he cared for me since my endeavors to make his home happy and
beautiful are so unappreciated, I shall
waste no further time on him. And,
incidentally, I shall bestow my money
where it will be likely to promote
greater service."
And with these words she stalked
out of the apartment, leaving Lucy in
tears.
She told George of the happening
when he returned from his studio.
"Give me that infernal vase," he
shouted. "I'm going to break it to
pieces and send her the fragments by
parcel post. Old tyrant! Does she
think she is going to doom us to a life
of artistic misery?"
But Lucy hid the vase from him.
"You know, dear," she Mid, "Aunt
Mary will inks you by,ck
fyor
k

All students of the sculpture and
architecture of the Imperial Roman
age are familiar with the magnificent
purple stgne known as imperial porphyry, but it is probable that but
few of the students know of the immense difficulties that were encountered in the procuring of the stone so
much esteemed in that age of luxury.
Weigall, who personally visited the
region whence this stone emanated,
reached the conclusion that the great
distances between the quarries and
the places where the stone was used
must have given the price a "boost,"
bo that the porphyry was beyond all
except the rulers of the earth.
It appears that the quarries from
which this porphyry was obtained are
situated in the eastern Egyptian des,
ert, that region known as Gebel
"The Hills of Smoke." The desert
is about 27 miles from the Red seo,
opposite the southern end of the peninsula of Sinai.
The quarries extended here and
there into the hillside without any resemblance of regularity. The blocks
of porphyry were pried from out of
the rock wherever the work could be
most easily done. They were transported down the Nllo, and, in fact
to Rome, in the rough. This purple
porphyry was not known to the ancient Egyptians. Some Roman prospectors must have scoured the desert
to find it. The barren coast of that region was harborless. Each block of
porphyry must, therefore, have been
carried across the desert to Kench, on
the Nile, and thence shipped by river
barge to the sea. Then it became
necessary to transship it to the great
Mediterranean galleys, and thus con
veyed across the treacherous waters
to the port of Rome.
There Is no other place In the world
where this porphyry is to be found,
and when the quarries ceased to be
worked, some time previous to the
seventh century, the use of that stona
had to cease also, nor ha9 it Blnce
been procurable.
Duk-han-
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CEMETERY OF SACRED
Birds Embalmed In

Jars

Found In An4
J

Ex- -

cient Egyptian Ruins by
plorers.

;

Cairo. During the season'8 'work
the Egypt exploration fund at Abydoyj
the explorers discovered a cemetery 03
sacred ibises a quarter of a mile fronij
the edge of cultivation and adjoining ai
human cemetery, both dating from thai
Roman occupation of Egypt, about 200j

oj

.i

A. D.

The cemetery contained about a)
hundred large earthenware jars, madia
in most cases of unbaked mud, thai
mouths of which were closed witbi
large bricks of the same material
The jars themselves were either cylin
drical or barrel shaped, the larger
cries being built in two or three seo
tlons. Each jar contained on an aver-birds. Most of then
ae twenty-fivhad been preserved with some bitu
minous material and then wrapped Ii
several layers of linen bandages, tha
outer covering being in many case
Quito a work of art, accomplished by
the (skilful use of narrow strip3 03
e

:

rm-.-

v;.

Cemetery of Sacred Ibises.
black and brown linen arranged in aj
wonderful and varied series of pat',
terns, chiefly geometrical in design.
Many of the most carefully boundi
examples were found to contain not ai
completed bird, but only a bunch 0
feathers; others again consisted of
few bones and feathers mixed, and I
one case a single egg. The carefu
preservation of not only complet
birds, but of eggs, bones, and eve
odd feathers Is good evidence for
supposing that the worship of Thot
and the veneration for the bird, which!
was sacred to him, still had a strong;
hold upon the minds and Imagination
of the people of Egypt, even as late
as the Roman period.
POLICEMAN DRESSED AS GIRL
Has Trouble

in

Disguise

Adjusting Finery, but
Flirting

Deceived
Adorer.

Dressed as a woman, a
young Wokingham
(Berkshire) policeman named Albert
Sellwood so completely deceived John
Butler, a local painter, that he did not
know until after his arrest that he
had attempted to flirt with an officer.
At Wokingham police court recently
Butler was sentenced to two months
hard labor for sending objectionably
letters to Miss. Bartholomew of Wolo(
Ingham.
These letters, it was slated in courts
asked Miss Bartholomew to meet hini
outside her home. She did not read)
the letters, her mother opening theni
and her father informing the policed
To identify the writer and arrest hint
Superintendent Goddard conceived thi
idea of dressing Sellwood la clothed(
belonging to Miss Bartholomew. Sq
disguised, Sellers kept the appoint
ment made for Miss Bartholomew.
Sellwood told In an interview fco
he played hie part "I dressed at Miss;
Bartholomew's house. I wore a tight;
fitting light brown serge skirt, a white
blouse, a dolly varden hat, motor veil,
feather boa and a long gray ulster;
Dressing was not an easy matter. Tha
skirt was rather tight round the waist
and the movements of my legs wer
much restricted. The hat went on
easy enough, but I had a little trouble
with the blouse.
"Walking down the drive, I found
myself tripping through trying to dd
stride. I sooii
the regulation
cunie down to eighteen inches. I B&vt
Butler standing near the gate and I
walked up to him. Then I thought ol
my voice, which is rather deep. I
pitched it as near to the falsetto a$
Ha
I could and said, 'Good evening.'
was delighted to see me, called mi
Moarest' and suggested a walk, whicli
vs took. He never doubted my lder
lity until he was arrested later."
London.
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His Shipment Seized as Unfit, and Hi
Is Thrown Into Jajl
Penniless.

;

!

are the tribu
WaKhingtou.-The- se
latiuiia of one importer of chestnuta
as displayed by government records:!
More than a year ago he brought in ai
consignment upon which he paid ?18j
duty. Immediately the department ci
agriculture seized the shipment en un
fit for consumption and ordered it da
stroyed. It has remained since lis
' jj
private bonded warehouses, w
storage charges have accrued. Couip-- t
troller of the Treasury Tracer U
that the cost ot destruction;
M
should be paid from the 18
the government for duty and the
should be a lien on any future mi- portatlona by the importer. To :m
the importer's cup c sorrow, he ! i
'
la. Jail and penniless.
!;.--

Peril of the Bystander,
Novel legal decisions? Oh, yes,
they're still being made no end to
'em, in fact. Why, Just the other day
two women appeared before a Chicago
Judge laying claira to a bulldog. The
Judge was klnjhearted. He didn't
want to give each woman half of the
dog, having some consideration, you
gee,' for the feelings of the dog. So
he gave the entire animal to a third
woman, who was merely an Innocent
bystander. This instance serves to
emphasize the extreme peril in which
the innocent bystander always Htauds.
Yet others will persist in tluyixtg the
I. B. role,
....
, .. ..
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WILL
PEOPLE
BEGIN
TOMORROW CELEBRATION OF .
PENTECOSTAL SEASON

year he expects to nave the largest
confirmation class In the history of
the congregation.
Following the custom it has estab-llshof furnishing the daily press
with correct accounts p" the significance of Jewish holidays and the
manner of their observance, the CenAll members of the Retail Mer tral Conference of American Rabbis
chants' association are requested to 'be has prepared and the Department of
present tonight at the Commercial Synagog and School Extension of the
club rooms. At this meeting the dele Union of American Hebrew Congregagates who went to the state conven- tion has distributed the following:
On Wednesday, June 11, there will
tion at Roswell wlilrender their
bo celebrated the Jewish feast of
sometimes translated "PenteThe Ladies' League of the First cost" and sometimes "Feast of
Presbyterian church "will meet with Weeks."
The feast is referred to in the Bible,
Mrs. J.
Tookef" tomorrow afternoon
at 905 Columbia avenue at 2:30 o' Exodus xxiii. 18, Exodus xxiv. 22, Deuclock. All members are remiested to teronomy xvi. 9, Leviticus xxiii. 15,
Numbers xxviii, 36. Origiifa'ily an
be present.
agricultural festival, Shabuoth was,
Tomorrow evening at the Elks' club no doubt, the occasion of thanksgivail the bowling fans of the lodge are ing and rejoicing over the wheat harwhich was, in Palestine, comrequested to meet for the purpose of vest,
at this time of the year.
pleted
forming teams for a new tournament.
Jewish tradition has assoAncient
Ihe meeting will be held before the
ciated with the Feast of Weeks the
meeting of the Elks' lodge.
giving of. the Ten Commandments at
Miss Alverta Bunch' of Denver has Mt. Sinai which, according to Exodus
in the third month, i.
entered the employ of the Rosenthal xix, took place
e. Sivan. The commemoration of the
Furniture company as the "head of
of the law" has accordingly
the musical department, taking the "giving
come to be the dominant note of the
place of Miss Ruth Brown, who has
holiday. The idea of divine revela
resigned and will leave soon for Ari
tion is on this day the central theme
zona.
of synagogical worship and preaching.
The reading of the ten commandments
Secretary of. State Antonio Lucero and the fascinating' account in Ex- has requested City Clerk Charles odus
chapters xix and xx describing
Tamme to act as his representative how, amid fire and smoke and earth
here for the collection of automobile
quake and thunder and horn blasts,
license fees. Any autoists who have Israel received the ten commandments
not taken out their licenses should from God ia ttie rare ol the
day's de
see Mr. Tamme at once.
votions.
Reminiscences of the original agri
A bundle containing articles of wo
cultural character of the festival have,
men's wearing apparel was left at for
many centuries, maintained them
the postoffice Saturday evening and selves in
the synagog through the
may be obtained by the owner com beautiful custom of
publicly reading
ing to. the office and describing the on this day the Boor tI Ruth.
same
The history of the Eighth
Reform Jews have one feature in
Regiment of the Kentucky Volunteers, their celebration of the Feast of
which was left at the office some time
Weeks. This is the ceremony of
ago, still remains uncalled for.
confirmation.' Originating in Germany
about 100 years ago, confirmation has
Tonight at the Plaza hotel the exe- come to hold a conspicuous place in
cutive board of theLasVegas Forum Reform Jewish life. While confirmand the board of education will meet. ation has been conducted and in some
At- this
meet'ng Colonel R. E. Twitch-el- congregations still is conducted on
will speak on the proopsed Chau- other days than the Feast of Weefts
tauqua. All the heads of Las Vegas and while at this very hour there Is
societies, fraternal a:ul otherwise, will an agitation to transfer confirmation
be present at this meeting and it is to some date in the fall, yet the pre
expected that the attendance will be vailing usage among Reform Jews
Iare;e, as the btisino's to be discussed throughout the United States is to
s of importance.
have confirmation on Shabuoth.
From thirteen to fifteen years is
The annual commencement of Lo- - the usual age at which a Jewish boy
retto academy will occur on the even- or girl may be confirmed a higher
ing of June 18 at the academy build age being required only in a few coning on the West side. The Sisters of gregations,
The service of confir
Loretto have issued invitations for mation is exceptionally beautiful and
the event. The academy
teaches impressive. Aside from an approprimany branches and its graduates are ate sermon and certain exquisite mussuccessful in their life after leaving; ical features, the eexreises consist of
the school. It is expected that a large prayers by ,the children and recitanumber of the friends of the sisters tions by them on religious themes,
aud of the pupils will attend the com- and conclude with the blessing pronounced upon the confirmants by the
mencement exercises.
minister. In some congregations there
The board of trustees of the Las is a portion of the service during
Vegas land grant held a short meet- which the children, leaving the altar,
ing this morning in the grant offices go to receive the benediction of their
on the Plaza. The board is expecting parents.
Flowers and floral decorations figdaily a communication irora the Salt
Lake City concern which has accept- ure prominently in the confirmation
ed the contract to build the irrigation ceremony, and synagogs, following an
system upon the grant. It is under- ancient custom, are sometimes decorstood the Salt Lake City people win ated with fresh green branches.
come here as soon as a settlement
with the Camfield company has been
Lengthy! negotiation! re- SMOKER AND RECEPTION
(reached..
garding payment for work done upon
the irrigation fcjf.tem by the Camfield
company are said to be the. cause of FOR A PRO'JIENT
the delay of the Salt Lake City concern in sending its representatives
A. A--. JONES TO BE GUEST OF
here.
HONOR AT THE COMMERCIAL
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Stoves

burner Perfection

1

burner Gasoline Stoves $2.45
burner Gasoline Stoves,- - 3.45
4.45
burner Gasoline Stoves
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Oil

Stoves

Martha Reed, formerly with
the Graubarth dry good store on the
West side, has entered the employ of
Bacharach Brothers' store, taking the
place of Miss Tillie Ehrich, who has
resigned.

SPRING SUITS

6.93

3

2

W High Grade, Stylish

$1.55 u
quart Freezers
- 1.85
qart Freezers
2.10
quart Freezers
2.55
quart Freezers
burner Perfection Oil
4.90
Stoves
burner Perfection Oil
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THEBE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

"HUNTS

pn

' 'THE KIND THAT IS NOT

FRUITS"
LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Fl vour
I Insist on "Hunts" if you we.nt the hignest
quality in canned fruits

At

J. H. STEARNS

;

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIN WAG ON
r'5?r
At

i

(
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& Go.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

The Store of tbe Best of Everything Eatable
When in need of Bakery Goods such as

read R.olls, Cookies.
Pies, Cakes, Macaroons,
Vanilla WafersDoughnuts, Fried Codies, Cin-

namon R.olls,
call on us.

W

CLUB

etc.,

We have them fresh every day.
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TOMORROW

at the

Ladies' class

Y. M. C. A.

TOMORROW

NIGHT

Tomorrow night at the Commercial
Club will occur a smoker and reception for A. A- Jones, who arrived
In Las Vegas today for a short visit.
Mr. Jones was recently
appointed
assistant secretary of the interior and has one of the most Im-

ift

0 o'clock a. m.
Boys' class 4:30 o'clock p. m.
portant, positions, under the United
This will be the last session of the States' government.
ladles' class until next fall.
Mr. Jones ia a 1CJ time resident

Sacks.
Norfolk No. 4

on any Rugs in the house during this sale to make room for
a big lot to arrive

THE ROSENTHAL
Oppomite

the

Y.

M. C. A.

them before we
re broken in size?.

See
Ec

Sha-buot- h

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

&

EL

Caaimlro V.n as ot Sa i .lose this
Congregation Montefiore tomorrow
morning applied at the court house night will
begin the celebration of the
seven
for $14 as bounty upon
coyotes
Feast of Weeks. Services will be
killed by him recently near his home.
held at the temple at 8 o'clock. Music
will be the main leaxun, me service
Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
Dr.
Jacob
entirely choral.
being
in the wood. Direct from the distildirector of the conLandau,
spiritual
lery to you. At the ixbby, of course. gregation, will preach. It is the usual
custom during the Feast of Weeks to
The Modern Woodmen of America confirm the
younger members of the
will hold their regular business meetcopgregajion. This year, however,
ing tonight at the VV. 0. W. hall. All Dr. Landau was of trie ppinion that
members are requested to be pres the candidates for confirmation were
ent. Refreshments will be served.
too young to receive the rite. Next

Let Us Show You

We have a full line

js

Wednesday

JEWISH

aram ot Old Taylor
Try
at the Opera Bar Adv.

Beautiful $25.00 Hornless Symphony Talking
Machines to customers of
our store. Come in and

1913.

9,

FEAST OF WEEKS'-

LOCAL NEWS

ar

MONDAY, JUNE

GREENBERGER
THE REGAL SHOE MAN

of Las Vegas and is well known
throughout the southwest as a leading lawyer and prominent in politic.
Mr. Jones will remain in Las Vegas
but a short time and then will continue on his trip over the southwestern states, rueiness and urofession-a- l
men are rn.uested to attend the
smoker and reception and are urged
to boost the affair with their friends.
On accoui.f. of lack of time in which to
arrange for the affair, is was Impossible for the club to send out invitations. The smoker will start at
8 o'cloon i,nd everybody is requested
to be prompt. It is expected that a
large number of Las Vegans will be
present to ongratu'iate Mr. Jones
and wish him success in his new
position. The leception is given by
the men cf ,s Vegas, with the Com!ub making the
mercial

Cool and Comfortable
is our line of summer goods, We have a nice assortment
that is ready for the earliest buyer, and that is the one who
gets the pick of our

Reed and Fibre Rush in

Natural Green and Brojvn
It will afford you pleasure to make a selection here. Prices
are so low that liberal purchases can be made without unduly taxing the "pocket. Everything in the line is handsome, strong and well made. An especially strong line of
Porch Awnings. .. AH will please on close inspection.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FOR SALE 50 Choice R. G. Rhode
Island Red hens. Phone Main 454.

8c SON
J. O. COMPLETE
JOHNSON
FURNISHERS
HOME

FOR RENT
modern

Nicely furnished room,
No
house, furnace heat.

health seekers.

1045

Fifth street

WANTED One Jersey bull must be
eligible to registration.
Dr. WV T.
Brown, Watrous, N. M.

FOR SALE At public auction In
front of City Hall Saturday at 10
o'clock, one bay, horse branded on
left hip G. A. G. Ben Coles.

Another BLrgaJn
The fine residence of J. K. Martin, No. 1005 Grand
Avenue,
has been placed in our hands for sale at a very low
price owing
to the family leaving the city.

TliiS f.lUST BE SOLD AT OtiOE

FOR

SALE 1913 Model motorcycles
and motor boats at bargain prices,
all makes, brand new machines, on
easy payment plan. Get our propo
sition before buying or you will regret it, also bargains in used motor
Write us today. Enclose
cycles.
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton, Mich.

For price and terms see

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO.

A.

FLEMING, Pres. and Mgr.

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
SANITARY

IS MADE

FROM

PASTEURIZEDC R.EA M
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFI ES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
-

.r

BAKERY GOODS
THE BEST THAT

wma:

CAN BE MADE

Better Milk For a Better Town
We

a. re

head-

quarters for fresh

Vegetables

and
Fruits in Season

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.

STRAWBERRIES AN
CilERHiES EVERY DAY

C.G.BOUCHER

Ring in the new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

Tlie' Corbett

Sanitary-Dair-

y

South Pacific Sireet
PHONE

MAIN 4 and

21

Las Vegas, New Mex
4
M.
A.
aud 2 P. M.
Milking Time
A

